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Abstract:

Plasma disruption in a tokamak is an important physical phenomenon, when
there is a sudden loss of plasma confinement and rapid drop of plasma current.
During the disruptions, there is significant mechanical stress on the construc-
tional structures of the tokamak and thermal stress on the first wall. Allowable
number of disruptions with the maximum plasma parameters in the ITER toka-
mak (international thermonuclear experimental reactor under construction) will
be very limited. Therefore, investigation of disruptions and their consequences is
a key problem for sustainable operation of tokamak devices.

The thesis focuses on studies of current quench phase and related currents flow-
ing in the vacuum vessel at the COMPASS tokamak. An extensive disruption
database was collected and critical disruptions’ parameters were determined.
Plasma current was measured at 5 toroidal position as a consequence of data
acquisition system improvement that allowed reliable measurements by magnetic
coils without analogue integrators. Special divertor tiles were installed in or-
der to perform dedicated vertical displacement event (VDE) experiments and
validate asymmetric toroidal eddy currents model (Roccella et al, Asymmetric
toroidal eddy currents (ATEC) to explain sideways forces at JET, 2016). It was
shown that the gaps between the plasma facing components (PFCs) can be short-
circuited during disruptions creating a parallel vessel current circuit, previously
neglected. This brings new perspective on estimation of electromagnetic forces
acting on the vacuum vessel and PFCs. A unique set of magnetic diagnostics
was used to measure poloidal and toroidal vessel currents including their dis-
tribution in poloidal cross-section. New magnetic coils were put into operation
allowing measurement of halo current and their poloidal extension. The results
contributed to confirmation of a hypothesis that halo current density might be
limited by ion saturation current.
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Abstrakt:

Disrupce plazmatu v tokamaku jsou d̊uležitým fyzikálńım jevem, kdy docháźı
k náhlé ztrátě udržeńı plazmatu a k prudkému poklesu proudu v plazmatu.
Během disrupćı docháźı k výraznému mechanickému namáháńı konstrukčńıch
struktur tokamaku a k tepelnému zat́ıžeńı prvńı stěny. Př́ıpustný počet disrupćı
při maximálńıch parametrech plazmatu bude v tokamaku ITER (mezinárodńı
termonukleárńı experimentálńı reaktor ve výstavbě) velmi omezený. Vyšetřováńı
disrupćı a jejich následk̊u je proto kĺıčovým problémem pro udržitelný provoz
zař́ızeńı typu tokamak.

Tato práce se zaměřuje na studium fáze poklesu proudu a souvisej́ıćıch proud̊u
tekoućıch ve vakuové komoře na tokamaku COMPASS. Byla shromážděna rozsáhlá
databáze disrupćı a byly stanoveny kritické parametry disrupćı. Proud plazmatu
byl měřen v 5 toroidálńıch polohách d́ıky vylepšenému systému sběru dat, který
umožnil spolehlivá měřeńı magnetickými ćıvkami bez analogových integrátor̊u.
Byly instalovány speciálńı divertorové desky, aby bylo možné provádět speciali-
zované experimenty s definovanými událostmi vertikálńıho přesunu (vertical dis-
placement event, VDE) a ověřit model asymetrických toroidálńıch v́ı̌rivých proud̊u
(Roccella et al, Asymmetric toroidal eddy currents (ATEC) to explain sideways
forces at JET, 2016). Bylo ukázáno, že mezery mezi komponentami vystavené
plazmatu (plasma fasing components, PFC) mohou být zkratovány během dis-
rupćı a mohou tak vytvářet vytvářet paralelńı proudový obvod v komoře, který
byl dř́ıve zanedbáván. To přispělo k novému pohledu na odhad elektromag-
netických sil p̊usob́ıćıch na vakuovou komoru a PFC. Pro měřeńı poloidálńıch
a toroidálńıch proud̊u v komoře včetně jejich rozložeńı v poloidálńım pr̊uřezu
byla použita unikátńı sada magnetické diagnostiky. Do provozu byly uvedeny
nové magnetické ćıvky umožňuj́ıćı měřeńı halo proud̊u včetně zvětšeńı jejich
poloidálńıho rozsahu. Výsledky přispěly k potvrzeńı hypotézy, že hustota halo
proud̊u může být omezena saturačńım proudem iont̊u.

Kĺıčová slova:

fúze, tokamak, disrupce, magnetická diagnostika, halo proudy
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Introduction
Fusion power is a leading candidate for safe energy generation. Power plants based
on thermonuclear reactions can provide carbon-free electricity while keeping the
presence of radioactive fuel to minimum during operation. Lower production of
nuclear waste and increased safety against nuclear disasters are major advantages
of the fusion power concept. In addition to this, a fusion power plant does not
depend on weather conditions (e.g. sunlight, wind, tides) and is almost non-
dependent on the geographical properties of natural resources of the area where
it is located.

Fusion power energy is a promising solution to overcome an energy crisis
humanity is facing. However, creation of a first working fusion power plant pro-
ducing net energy is a tremendous challenge and requires cooperation of scientists
from various research fields as well as engineers. There are a number of approaches
to fusion power generation. These include magnetic confinement (e.g. tokamaks,
stellarators), inertial confinement, magnetic pinches.

A tokamak is a wide-spread device for fusion research. It was first proposed in
the USSR in the 1950s and the name stands for Toroidal Vessel in Magnetic Coils
in Russian. Over the past decades tokamak research has progressed enormously.
Tokamak devices have been built in more than 15 countries. ITER [1], which is
being built in the south of France, will be the biggest tokamak in the world and
aiming to be the first one to produce net fusion energy.

Sustainable operation of the future fusion devices might be prevented by an
event called disruption. Disruption is an abrupt loss of magnetic confinement,
resulting in a termination of a tokamak discharge. On top of that, it leads to
enormous thermal and electromagnetic loads on the vacuum vessel which might
result in irreversible damage to the machine.

Goals and thesis overview
The motivation of this work is to contribute to understanding of electromagnetic
loads on the tokamak vacuum vessel during disruptions. The thesis aims to study
disruptions at the COMPASS tokamak. The focus is on the currents flowing in
the vacuum vessel and their relation to the plasma current quench and vertical
displacement during disruptions. The goals include:

• Collection of disruption database at COMPASS.

• Statistical analysis of current quench characteristics.

• Improvement of the data acquisition system performance for discrete mag-
netic coils and connection of the new coils.

• Measurement of local poloidal and toroidal vessel currents during disrup-
tions.

• Analysis of special type of disruptive vessel currents - halo currents.

• Investigation of possible toroidal asymmetries of the plasma during disrup-
tions.
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• Studies of possible current paths through the vacuum vessel and plasma
facing components (ATEC experimental model validation).

The work was carried out in the Institute of Plasma Physics of Academy of Sci-
ences of the Czech Republic (IPP CAS) in Prague. Significant part of the work
related to ATEC model validation was performed in collaboration with ITER
Organisation under two service contracts. In addition to this, several visits to
JET at Culham Centre for Fusion Energy (UK) contributed to investigation of
toroidally asymmetrical disruptions.

The thesis starts with an introduction to plasma confinement in chapter 1.
Section 1.1 presents reactions used in fusion research and criteria for reaching
self-sustainable operation of a fusion reactor. Section 1.2 focuses on a specific
type of fusion devices - tokamaks. It briefly describes basic tokamak working
principles and related plasma physics. Section 1.3 provides an overview of the
COMPASS tokamak. Operational parameters, available diagnostics and main
research topics are outlined.

Chapter 2 comprises main phases if disruption phenomenon and underlying
physics. Section 2.1 presents tokamak operational limits and possible disruption
causes. Section 2.2 focuses on electromagnetic loads on the vacuum vessel during
disruptions. It describes each disruption phase individually introducing related
vessel currents. It also defines main disruption types such as vertical displace-
ment event, major disruption, asymmetrical disruption.

Chapter 3 contains the major results of this thesis. It starts with statistical
overview of disruptions at COMPASS and points out their specific features. The
following part comprises several topics:

• Section 3.1 describes magnetic diagnostics used for disruptions investi-
gation at COMPASS. It presents in details magnetic coils characteristics,
challenges of their signal processing and possible solutions. It also shows
how one of the major plasma parameters - the plasma current can be re-
constructed using discrete magnetic coils.

• Sections 3.2 and 3.3 summarise statistical analysis of the plasma current
quench features as well as poloidal and toroidal vessel currents at COM-
PASS. New findings related to possible limitation of the halo current density
are presented. This work was described in details in the author’s paper at-
tached to the thesis (”Current quench and vessel currents characterization
at the COMPASS tokamak” was accepted for publication in Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion journal in October 2022 and is now available online
[2]).

• Section 3.4 is dedicated to toroidally asymmetrical disruptions at COM-
PASS. It deals with both plasma current and halo current toroidal asym-
metries. Comparison with previous results at COMPASS and JET are
presented.

• Section 3.5 comprises main results of dedicated disruption experiments
carried out in collaboration with ITER Organization. New divertor tiles
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specifically designed for direct measurement of halo current flows are de-
scribed. Hypotheses to explain the observed current flows are discussed and
the most reliable one (ATEC model) is pointed out.

Chapter 3.5 summarises the results of the thesis. The attachment contains
the article that extends the results presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
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1. Plasma confinement in
tokamaks

1.1 Fusion reactions
Nuclear fusion reactor concept is based on gaining energy from exothermic fusion
reactions, where the merging nuclei release kinetic energy according to mass-
energy equivalence:

∆E = ∆mc2 (1.1)

The particles involved in the reaction have to gain significant kinetic energy in or-
der to overcome the Coulomb barrier. The reaction probability (or ”cross-section”
σ) with respect to the kinetic energy determines feasible reactants for potential
fusion reactor. It was found that the most practical reaction with highest cross-
section achieved at lowest temperature and also releasing large energy is fusion
of hydrogen isotopes - deuterium and tritium:

2
1H +3

1 H −→4
2 He(3.52MeV ) +1

0 n(14.06MeV ) (1.2)

A large input of energy is required to initiate fusion reactions. However, with
sufficient amount of released energy the reactions will become self-sustainable
even without external energy source. The stage when the plasma is gaining
energy from fusion reactions faster, than the energy loss to the environment is
called ignition.

Ability of a fusion device to produce net energy without additional external
heating is determined by so-called Lawson criterion:

nτE ≥ 12kB

Efusion

T

⟨συ⟩
(1.3)

where n is the plasma density, T - plasma temperature, τE - confinement time,
Efusion - energy produced by fusion reactions, ⟨συ⟩ - product of the cross-section
and the relative velocity of fusion reactions. The criterion is based on a require-
ment for the energy yield from fusion reactions being larger than the energy
losses:

Pfusion = fEfusion ≥ Ploss (1.4)

where f is a number of fusion reactions per volume per time. Assuming plasma
with two ion species having densities n1 and n2 and Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution:

f = n1n2⟨συ⟩ (1.5)

Therefore, the power produced by fusion reactions in volume V is defined as:

fEfusion = n1n2⟨συ⟩V Efusion = 1
4n2

e⟨συ⟩V Efusion (1.6)
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Figure 1.1: Lawson criterion shown for different concepts of fusion devices (Figure
from [3]).

where we assume that n1 = n2 = ne

2 . Lawson criterion takes into account only
radiation losses. Thermal energy stored in plasma is deduced using Boltzmann
distribution (assuming equal temperature of the ions T1 = T2 = T ):

Eplasma = 3
2kb(neTe + n1T1 + n2T2)V = 3kBneTV (1.7)

where ne is the electron density and Te is the electron temperature. So-called
confinement time parameter is used to measure how fast plasma loses its energy:

τE = Eplasma

Ploss

(1.8)

Therefore the Equation 1.4 transforms into:

1
4n2

e⟨συ⟩V Efusion ≥ Eplasma

τE

= 3kBneTV

τE

(1.9)

resulting in Lawson criterion (as in Equation 1.3). Its alternative - triple product
is widely used to characterise fusion devices performance. It determines minimum
necessary product of plasma density ne, temperature T and confinement time τE

required to achieve ignition:

nTτE ≥ 12kB

Efusion

T 2

⟨συ⟩
(1.10)

The Lawson criterion or triple product are commonly used to asses fusion per-
formance, and can be applied regardless of the machine concept (Figure 1.1).
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1.2 Magnetic confinement in tokamaks
According to Lawson criterion, a balance between temperature, density and con-
finement time has to be found in order to achieve ignition. Fusion reactions in
the Sun rely on high densities, while having temperatures ∼1 keV and enormous
confinement time. For deuterium-tritium reactions on Earth the optimal tem-
perature is ∼10 keV, and either density or confinement time has to be increased
to fulfil Lawson criterion. Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) concept uses higher
plasma densities (∼ 1030m−3), while having shorter confinement time (∼ 10−9 s).
On the other hand, magnetically confined fusion (MCF) approach has increased
confinement time (∼1 s), while keeping lower densities (∼ 1020m−3).

Plasmas at energies of ∼10 keV cannot be contained having a direct contact
with the walls of the vessel. MCF is one of the prominent concepts solving this
problem by suspending the plasma in a vacuum using a complex configuration of
magnetic field. As plasma consists of electrons and ions, it can be controlled by
magnetic field: in uniform magnetic field the charged particles follow the magnetic
field line gyrating around it with Larmor frequency due to Lorenz forces:

ωc = qiB

mi

(1.11)

where B is the magnetic field, qi and mi are the charge and the mass of the
particle. The radius of the gyration is called Larmor radius and is defined as:

rL = miυ⊥

qiB
(1.12)

where υ⊥ is the particle velocity perpendicular to B. Then the field line can
be closed by itself, e.g. in toroidal shape, in order to prevent particles escape.
However, in toroidally-shaped devices the toroidal magnetic field lines are more
dense on the inner side of the torus and more sparse on the outer side. Due
to non-homogeneous toroidal field, the ions and the electrons undergo a drift
in opposite directions creating charge separation and subsequent creation of an
electric field E. The resulting E × B force leads to an outward expansion of the
plasma, preventing confinement. The drift problem can be resolved by twisting
the magnetic field lines into helical shape creating so-called ’rotational transform’:

ι = 2π
dΨ
dΦ (1.13)

where Ψ and Φ are poloidal and toroidal fluxes, respectively. Rotational transform
is defined as the ratio of the number of turns magnetic field line travels in poloidal
and toroidal directions. An inverse of rotational transform is called safety factor q
and is commonly used when describing the confining magnetic fields in tokamaks:

q = dΦ
dΨ (1.14)

The charged particles moving along the twisted magnetic field line still drift, but
the direction of the drift changes throughout the travel time of the particles,
which prevents the overall expansion of the plasma.
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Figure 1.2: T-1 tokamak - the first operating device of this type in the world
(figure from [4]).

The helical field can be generated with a complex 3D coils located outside
of the vessel. This technique is used in stellarators. Alternative solution is ap-
plied in tokamaks, where the rotational transform is created by combination of
the toroidal magnetic field from external coils and the poloidal magnetic field
produced by the current running through the plasma.

The tokamak research was initiated in USSR by O.A. Lavrentiev, I.E. Tamm
and A.D. Sakharov in 1950s. The name tokamak stands for Russian abbreviation
of ”toroidal chamber with magnetic coils”. The first operating tokamak-type ma-
chine T-1 started operation in 1958 in Kurchatov Institute (Figure 1.2). Over
the following decades a tokamak has become a leading candidate for a viable
nuclear fusion reactor. Dozens of tokamak devices were constructed all over the
world exploring various machines configurations. The largest currently operating
tokamak JET was built in the UK in 1978-1983. International Thermonuclear Ex-
perimental Reactor (ITER), which is currently being built in France, is designed
to be the first tokamak producing a net yield of energy and showing feasibility of
tokamak-based fusion reactor.

A schematic example of the tokamak vacuum vessel and the fields confining
the plasma is shown in Figure 1.3. An inner poloidal field coil (centre solenoid) is
located in the center of the torus and works as a primary transformer circuit. The
plasma serves as a secondary circuit of the transformer, allowing the induction of
the current flowing in toroidal direction. The plasma current generates poloidal
magnetic field, which together with the toroidal magnetic field (generated by the
toroidal field coils) creates nested flux surfaces (formed by the twisted magnetic
field lines). A tokamak is inherently a pulsed machine, since the direct-current
(DC) drive requires monotonically time-varying magnetic field, which is limited by
transformers capacity. The outer poloidal field coils are used for plasma position
control and shaping. The inner part of the torus with stronger toroidal magnetic
field is often referred to as high field side (HFS), while the outer part of the torus
is called low field side (LFS).

Until the ignition conditions are reached, plasma needs a heating source to
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the tokamak device concept (Image courtesy of EURO-
fusion).

compensate energy losses through radiation and convection. Firstly, the plasma is
heated by the plasma current through ohmic heating. However, ohmic resistance
of the plasma, which is determined by Spitzer conductivity, decreases as the
plasma temperature grows as R ∼ T − 3

2 . Therefore, additional heating techniques
are required beyond few keV plasma temperature. These includes:

• Neutral beam injection (NBI): neutrals with high kinetic energy are injected
into plasma, where they become ionized and transfer their energy to the
surrounding particles.

• Radio-frequency heating (RF): RF waves transfer their electromagnetic en-
ergy to ions and electrons by exciting the resonance at certain frequencies,
such as electron cyclotron resonance (used in ECRH and ECCD), ion cy-
clotron resonance (used in ICRH), lower hybrid resonance (used in LHCD).

A so-called fusion energy gain parameter Q is used to express the ratio between
the power produced by the fusion reactions and the power used for the heating:

Q = Pfusion

Pheat

(1.15)

The moment when Q=1 is reached is called breakeven, which has not yet been
achieved by any device (the record among tokamaks Q = 0.67 is hold by JET).
For self-sustainable operation of the machine (ignition) at least Q ≈ 5 is required.

Many tokamaks are equipped with a divertor - specifically designed plates
inside the vacuum vessel, which prevent accumulation of impurities and allows
improved plasma confinement. A schematic representation of a diverted plasma
is shown in Figure 1.4. The region of the hot plasma contained by the nested
magnetic flux surfaces is separated from the open magnetic field lines region by
the separatrix (last closed flux surface - LCFS). The X-point is the area where
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Figure 1.4: A cross-section of a tokamak vacuum vessel showing the plasma in a
single-null diverted configuration with lower X-point (Figure from EFDA-JET).

the poloidal magnetic field becomes zero. The intersections of the separatrix with
the divertor are called the strike points, and the area between them is the private
plasma (or private flux region). The open magnetic field line area is referred to as
the scrape-off layer (SOL). The field lines in SOL are guided (diverted) towards
the divertor plates. The particles travelling along these field lines are pumped out
in the divertor region, allowing removal of released impurities and helium ”ash”
from fusion reactions as well as preventing contact of the hot plasma with the
rest of the vacuum vessel and in-vessel components.

Tokamak plasmas can deviate from circular cross-section (as in the case of
diverted plasma), which is expressed by plasma elongation κ and triangularity δ:

κ = b

a

δupper/lower = Rgeo − Rupper/lower

a
(1.16)

In Equation 1.16 a is the minor radius of the plasma defined as the radial distance
between inner and outer sides of LCFS in the midplane; b is the vertical distance
from the midplane to the maximum (or minimum) vertical coordinate of LCFS
(Figure 1.5). Plasma triangularity is defined as the difference between the radius
of the geometrical axis of the plasma and the radius of highest or lowest points
of LCFS. Therefore, upper and lower triangularities can be distinguished.

While tokamak is a promising concept in fusion research, it faces numerous dif-
ficulties, both technical and physical. Operation of a tokamak requires advanced
technologies of plasma heating, handling plasma facing components (PFCs) in-
teraction with high-energy plasmas, cutting-edge diagnostics for plasma control
and many more. The presence of the current running through the plasma col-
umn is a primary source of various MHD instabilities, which might lead to a
loss of the plasma confinement and sudden termination of the discharge (dis-
ruption). Therefore, disruptions investigation is a distinct challenge in tokamak
fusion plasmas.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of plasma elongation and triangularity in a
single-null diverted configuration with lower X-point.

1.3 The COMPASS tokamak
The machine was originally designed in Culham Science Centre, the United King-
dom, where it worked until 2001 as COMPASS-D. It was then reinstalled as
COMPASS in the Institute of Plasma Physics (IPP) of the CAS in Prague in
2007 [5] (Figure 1.6), first plasma was achieved in 2008 [6]. It operated until
permanent shut-down in August 2021 due to installation of the new COMPASS
Upgrade tokamak [7, 8].

Figure 1.6: Photograph of the inside of the COMPASS vacuum vessel (a) and
the experimental hall (b).

The COMPASS tokamak has a compact vacuum vessel with size and shape
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relevant to ITER plasmas (one tenth smaller in the linear scale as shown in
Figure 1.7). The typical machine parameters are listed in Table 1.1. The
vessel is divided into 16 sectors according to the number of toroidal field coils.
The COMPASS tokamak is equipped with a graphite divertor located in the
bottom part of the vacuum vessel. Circular, elliptic and single-null diverted
(SND) plasma shapes are available for operation. HFS wall of the vacuum vessel
is covered with limiter graphite tiles. A number of tiles is also distributed in
the top part of the vacuum vessel. Dozens of ports in the HFL, LFS, top and
bottom enable good plasma coverage by the diagnostics. The working gases are
hydrogen, deuterium and helium. Nitrogen and argon can be used as impurity
seeding. Standard directions of the plasma current Ip and toroidal field Bt are
counter-clockwise when looking from the top of the vacuum vessel. In addition to
this, independent reversal of Ip and Bt directions is possible. Wall conditioning
is ensured by helium glow discharges between the experimental sessions as well
as periodic baking of the vacuum vessel at 150 ◦C as well as boronization [9].
Auxiliary heating is performed by two NBI beams, capable of operating in co-
and counter- Ip direction. An improved energy confinement regime (H-mode)
was first achieved in 2012 and is regularly used in experimental campaigns (both
in ohmic and NBI-assisted discharges). Plasma equilibrium reconstruction is
obtained by EFIT code, which uses magnetic diagnostics data to solve equilibrium
force-balance (Grad-Shafranov equation).

Figure 1.7: COMPASS vacuum vessel scale compared to other European machines
with ITER-relevant vacuum vessel shapes. GOLEM tokamak (formerly operated
at IPP) is added for scale. (Figure from [10]).

The plasma current at COMPASS is generated by 16 copper toroidal field coils
(TF), which are equidistantly distributed toroidally. Poloidal field coils (PF) are
used for plasma positioning and control (Figure 1.8). They are arranged into the
following independent circuits:

• Magnetising Field Power Supply (MFPS): used to generate and ohmically
sustain the plasma current.

• Shaping Fields Power Supply (SFPS): used to modify plasma shape and
create divertor configuration.
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• Equilibrium Field Power Supply (EFPS): used to control vertical position
of the plasma and to prevent plasma expansion due to E × B force.

• Radial (horizontal) magnetic field (BR): used to control vertical position of
the plasma.

• Vertical magnetic field (BV): used to control radial position of the plasma.

Quantity Value
Major torus radius R 0.56 m
Minor torus radius a 0.23 m

Total plasma current IP < 350 kA
Toroidal magnetic field Bt < 2.1 T (typically up to 1.15 T)

Flat-top duration up to ∼ 200 ms
Elongation κ 1-1.8

Upper triangularity 0.3
NBI beam heating PNBI 40 keV 2 × 0.350 MW

Line integrated density 1.2 × 1020m−3 for Bt=1 T
Vacuum pressure 1 × 10−6Pa s
Vessel material Inconel 625

Vessel wall thickness 3 mm
Divertor material graphite

Table 1.1: COMPASS parameters

Figure 1.8: Configuration of PF coils at the COMPASS tokamak (Figure from
[11]).

The COMPASS tokamak is equipped with a comprehensive set of diagnostics
[12], which includes:
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• Magnetic diagnostics (internal and external full Rogowski coils, Mirnov coils
and partial Rogowski coils, diamagnetic loop), which will be further de-
scribed in 3.1.

• Microwave diagnostics (2-mm interferometer, ECE and EBW radiometer,
microwave reflectometer).

• Spectroscopic diagnostics (Thomson scattering, fast VIS cameras, multi-
channel optical system for VIS radiation measurement, fast bolometry, SXR
monitoring, plasma rotation measurement).

• Beam and particle diagnostics (beam emission spectroscopy, atomic beam
probe, neutral particle analyser).

• Probe diagnostics (divertor probes, reciprocating probes).

The research covers various topics including H-mode, disruptions, pedestal
physics, ELMs, transport in the edge plasma and SOL, physics of runaway elec-
trons and many more. As the COMPASS tokamak is a relatively small machine
having moderate Ip magnitudes and heat loads, there is no need for disruption
avoidance or mitigation strategy. Disruptions do not pose a significant threat to
the COMPASS vacuum vessel, allowing accumulation of a large set of disruptive
discharges both unintentional and planned.
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2. Disruptions

2.1 Basic principles
Disruption is an abrupt degradation of magnetic confinement resulting in a dis-
charge termination. It might prevent sustainable operation of the large tokamak
devices due to enormous thermal and electromagnetic (EM) loads following the
event. Addressing a problem of disruption plays a critical role in future machines
design and requires profound understanding of the underlying physical processes.

Disruption starts with a precursor phase, which triggers an MHD instability
followed by the edge cooling. In order to keep the total toroidal plasma current
intact an unstable plasma current density profile develops with a steep gradient
around q=2 rational surface and flat region in the plasma centre. This initiates
growth of macroscopic instabilities such as magnetic islands. The instability pro-
gresses leading to stochastization of magnetic field lines and subsequent enhance-
ment of perpendicular heat diffusivity. This phase is called thermal quench (TQ)
and it causes loss of thermal energy and temperature on a very short timescale.
Thermal quench is often accompanied by a characteristic spike of the plasma cur-
rent, appearing due to conservation of magnetic helicity after the current profile
flattening. In the final phase of the disruption temperature drop leads to resistiv-
ity increase and subsequent rapid decrease of the plasma current (current quench
- CQ). Loop voltage cannot be sufficiently increased by the present tokamak
transformers. Therefore, the entire plasma current drops to zero. Disruption is
accompanied by plasma displacement towards the vacuum vessel wall. The case
of simultaneous movement and loss of plasma current is called major disruption
[13]. In elongated plasma fast loss of vertical stability might result in the plasma
column reaching the wall with full thermal energy and plasma current. This type
of disruptions is called vertical displacement event (VDE). It can happen that
only a fraction of thermal energy is lost during TQ and plasma can survive with-
out full loss of the plasma current. Such a case is referred to as a minor disruption
[14].

The initiating event triggering a disruption might be of various nature, e.g.
H-L transition, giant ELM, mechanical failures etc [15]. However, they all result
in a disruption precursor such as shape or position control loss, impurity influx
leading to violation of the tokamak operational limits, beyond which large MHD
instabilities are developed and plasma edge cools down. The following limits
determine tokamak operational space:

1. Troyon beta limit. Plasma performance can be evaluated by the ratio of the
plasma pressure to magnetic pressure β = ⟨p⟩

pmag
= nkBT

B2/(2µ0) . Beta must be max-
imised for effective plasma confinement as fusion power increases quadratically
with plasma pressure PF usion ∝ ⟨p2⟩V ∝ β2B4V , but pressure-driven instabilities
develop (e.g. ballooning mode) if β exceeds the following limit: βmax[%] = βN Ip

aB0
where βN = 2.8 (determined numerically).

2. Plasma current limit (Kruskal–Shafranov limit). At a given toroidal mag-
netic field plasma current maximum magnitude is limited due to development of
kink instability (displacement of plasma column cross-section). The kink instabil-
ity forms if its characteristic wavelength is longer than the tokamak major radius.
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Therefore, the stability criterion is L = 2πaBt

Bp
> 2πR which implies limitation of

the plasma current via safety factor:

q = aBt

RBp

L = 2πqR > 2πR −→ q > 1

Ip = 2πaBp

µ0

q = 2πa2Bt

Ipµ0R
> 1 (2.1)

Ip <
2πa2Bt

µ0R

The limit q > 1 is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition and typically q > 2
is required for stable operation.

3. Greenwald density limit. Increase of electron density beyond Greenwald
limit nG = Ip

2πa2 leads to radiative collapse. Plasma radiated power includes
bremsstrahlung, electron cyclotron and line radiation. The latter becomes domi-
nant as a result of density growth and subsequent excessive edge cooling.

Disruption triggers are widely studied in order to develop disruption prediction
techniques as well as mitigation strategies. Modelling and statistical analysis are
commonly used and are described in [16, 17, 18].

A major reason for investigating disruption phenomenon is its hazardous effect
on the vacuum vessel and in-vessel components. Sudden release of large thermal
energy pose a high risk of damage for PFCs. This is a particular concern for
larger machines as the stored energy scales as R5 major radius. At JET and
ITER it reaches ∼10 MJ and ∼350 MJ respectively [19]. The thermal load might
also be very localized.

An additional damage to the PFCs is caused by formation of runaway electrons
(RE). They are produced during CQ phase due to an induced toroidal electric
field larger than the critical value. Then electrons with high energy will not be
slowed down by friction force and they will be accelerated by an electric field.
In case of ITER, it is expected that up to 70% of the plasma current can be
converted to RE.

A number of mitigation and prevention techniques can be applied in order to
prevent vacuum vessel and in-vessel components damage. These methods require:

• Reliable plasma position control.

• Redistribution of the thermal energy during TQ.

• Control over plasma current profile during CQ.

• Prevention of an excessive RE generation.

2.2 Electromagnetic loads on the vacuum vessel
Vertical displacement of the plasma, the rapid change of the plasma current
and its flow into the vacuum vessel wall during disruption result in large currents
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flowing in the vacuum vessel and in-vessel conducting components. When coupled
with the magnetic fields this currents result in forces acting on the vacuum vessel,
which can lead to the damage of the vessel and in-vessel components:

F = Jtor × Bpol + Jpol × Btor + Jpol × Bpol (2.2)

where Jtor and Jpol are toroidal and poloidal current densities in the vacuum
vessel. Note that poloidal vessel current and poloidal magnetic field are not
necessarily parallel and also contribute to the total force. The vessel currents can
be classified as follows:

• The currents induced by the displacement of the plasma column, i.e. the
stabilizing wall eddy currents (flow in toroidal direction).

• The currents induced by TQ, i.e. the net poloidal eddy current.

• The currents induced by CQ, i.e. the net poloidal and toroidal eddy cur-
rents.

• Halo currents: occur during CQ, flow along the open magnetic field lines
when in plasma and along the least resistance path in the vacuum vessel.

Schematic representation of the vessel currents distribution is shown in Figure
2.1.

Figure 2.1: Current in the vacuum vessel: vertical displacement of the plasma
column (labelled as VDE) - currents flowing toroidally in the opposite direction in
the top and bottom part of the vacuum vessel in order to stabilize the motion of
the plasma column; thermal quench - currents flowing poloidally, having symmet-
ric distribution over the vacuum vessel cross-section; current quench - poloidal
and toroidal induced currents, toroidal currents are more dense in the area closer
to the plasma column; halo current flows along the open magnetic field lines in
the plasma (red arrows) and closing its circuit poloidally in the vessel (green ar-
rows).

The various contributions to the total force acting on the vacuum vessel has
been considered in a number of equilibrium codes such as TSC, DINA, and
CarMa0NL. The approaches include self-consistent solution of the plasma evolu-
tion (DINA [20], TSC [21] and CarMa0NL [22]) as well as engineering approach
focusing on the maximum envelope of possible forces (COMPASS-U [23], NSTX-U
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[24]). The forces can be also measured indirectly, e.g. by detecting displacement
of the vacuum vessel as it is done at JET [25, 26].

The stabilizing wall eddy currents
It was shown that higher elongation and triangularity are preferable to obtain

higher β [27, 28]. However, elongated plasmas is inheritably unstable to vertical
displacement ([29], p.400). This is due to poloidal field coils being used to obtain
elongated configuration. Each coil has the current flowing in the co-Ip direction,
hence producing forces that attract plasma towards the top and bottom part
of the vacuum vessel (as illustrated in Figure 2.2). The force acting on the
plasma is proportional to the distance between the plasma column and the coil.
Therefore, a small displacement leads to imbalance of the forces, pulling plasma
further away from the stationary position. On the timescales comparable to
the resistive diffusion time of the vacuum vessel the vertical displacement can be
stabilized by the currents induced in the conductors around the plasma (including
the vessel) or by additional stabilizing systems. However, vertical stabilization
system might not react fast enough leading to uncontrolled vertical movement of
the plasma towards the wall. This phenomenon is called vertical displacement
event (VDE) [30]. The initial vertical displacement can be triggered by TQ due
to rapid flattening of the plasma current profile (as shown in [31]). In addition
to this, the asymmetry of the vacuum vessel and the presence of the divertor can
contribute to the dragging effect, since they affect the eddy currents distribution.

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the vertical instability of the plasma column.
Left: stable plasma elongated by the poloidal field coils. Right: plasma displaced
by δZ towards the top part of the vacuum vessel. (Figure from [32])

According to Faraday’s law the stabilizing wall eddy currents are induced in
the surrounding conducting structures to prevent the vertical displacement of the
plasma column. They have dipole structure, meaning that in case of downward
plasma displacement the stabilizing wall eddy current flows in the counter-Ip

direction in the bottom part of the vacuum vessel, and in co-Ip direction in the
top. Similarly, upward plasma displacement induces counter-Ip stabilizing wall
eddy currents in the top part of the vacuum vessel, and co-Ip currents in the
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bottom part. These currents are routinely taken into account in plasma position
feedback control systems. Plasma interaction with the passive conductors (e.g.
vacuum vessel) and control coils is often described by a lumped element circuit
model [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], which in general can be written as:

M · İ + R · I = V (2.3)

where M is a matrix of mutual inductances between the circuits, R - matrix of
resistances, V - vector of externally applied voltage and I - the circuit current. For
passive conductors V=0 and Equation 2.3 for the stabilizing wall eddy currents
takes the following form [40]:

MV V İV + RV IV + MV C İC + MV P İp = 0 (2.4)

where MV V , MV C and MV P are self-inductance of the passive conductor (i.e. the
vacuum vessel), mutual inductance between the vessel and the control coils and
mutual inductance between the vessel and the plasma, respectively; RV is the
resistance of the passive conductor; IV , IC and Ip are the currents in the passive
conductor, control coils and the plasma, respectively. This circuit Equation 2.4
is coupled with the momentum balance of the plasma:

mp
d2z

dt
= Fz(z) − Feddy (2.5)

In Equation 2.5 Fz(z) is the destabilizing force from equilibrium field arising due
to small vertical displacement z of the plasma [41]:

Fz(z) = Ip2πR
dBR

dz
z (2.6)

The second term Feddy is the force produced by the stabilizing wall eddy currents:

Feddy = IpIV
∂MV P

∂z
(2.7)

where MV P is the mutual inductance between the plasma and the conducting
structures. Plasma inertia term mp

d2z
dt

is often considered negligible as it plays
role on a timescale shorter than the time of plasma stabilization. Possible conse-
quences of such an approximation are discussed in [42]. In addition to this, the
lumped element circuit model assumes uniform rigid vertical displacement of the
plasma and conservation of the plasma current. The plasma current in equation
2.4 can be represented as a single filament as well as an array of filaments.

Current quench eddy current
Another contribution to toroidal eddy currents is caused by the CQ and re-

lated rapid change of poloidal flux. The associated forces are greater in case when
the vertically displaced plasma reaches the wall before the TQ occurrence (hot
VDE). In case of hot VDE events TQ is initiated by the plasma-wall contact and
subsequent destruction of the magnetic flux surfaces.

Net poloidal eddy current
Net poloidal eddy current arises due to the fast change of the toroidal magnetic

flux during TQ (due to diamagnetic flux quench) as well as CQ (due to poloidal
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component of Ip quench). Both contributions can be described by the model
proposed in [43]:

∆Φ ≈ 2κ

1 + κ2
(µ0Ip)2

2πB0
(1 − βp) (2.8)

where ∆Φ is the flux change, κ is the plasma elongation, B0 is the external
toroidal magnetic field. ∆Φ increases during TQ when βp < 0 and plasma loses
its diamagnetism. On the other hand, during CQ ∆Φ decreases together with
Ip loss. The model is based on electromagnetic equation for the poloidal current
in the vessel and the conservation of the toroidal flux (as Equation 24 in [43] or
similarly to 2.4):

Lw
dIeddy

dt
+ d

dt
∆Φ + RwIeddy + Lw

dIc

dt
= 0 (2.9)

where Lw and Rw are the poloidal inductance and resistance of the vessel wall, Ic is
the poloidal current in toroidal control coils. The model exploits an assumption
that the plasma and the wall act as ideal conductors. Therefore, the last two
terms of the equation 2.9 vanish. In addition to this, the axisymmetric plasma is
considered. This allows direct relation of the net poloidal eddy current to the flux
change through βp and Ip. The force contribution due to the net poloidal eddy
current has been considered in a number of simulations including MAXFEA and
CarMa0NL analysis for IGNITOR [44], DINA, TSC and CarMa0NL for EAST
[45], JT60-SA [46], ITER [47], COMPASS-U [23].

Halo current
Shrinkage of the plasma column cross-section and Ip decay result in currents

flowing in the SOL region. They are called halo currents and are considered to be
one of the major sources of the forces acting on the vacuum vessel. In SOL region
plasma is no longer confined, the temperature and pressure significantly decrease
and the plasma is considered to be force-free J × B = ∇p ≈ 0. Therefore, halo
currents flow parallel to the open magnetic field lines when in plasma [48]. As
they enter the vacuum vessel their direction is not restricted by the magnetic
field anymore and is determined by the least resistive path (mainly poloidally).
While flowing in the wall, the halo current induces Laplace force acting on the
vacuum vessel wall (poloidal halo current coupling with toroidal magnetic field).
In addition to this, the halo current path from the plasma to the vacuum vessel
wall plays role, e.g. the halo current flowing through the PFCs connections per-
pendicular to the wall also interacts with the toroidal magnetic field and induces
EM loads on them.

In force-free region of the plasma the destabilizing force ∼ I2
p is balanced

by the halo force ∼ IhaloBt leading to quadratic dependence of the halo current
on the plasma current Ihalo ∼ (Ip)2/Bt [49]. This relation also indicates, that
the direction of the halo current is determined by Bt and is not affected by Ip

direction. The amount of halo current flowing in the vacuum vessel wall can be
described as an integral of the halo current flow perpendicular to the wall Jhalo

⊥
over the surface of the wetted area:

Ihalo =
∫

Jhalo
⊥ dSin or Ihalo =

∫
Jhalo

⊥ dSout (2.10)
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where Sin and Sout are the wall surfaces, where halo current flows inside and out-
side of the vacuum vessel, respectively. The first direct measurement of halo cur-
rent was performed at DIII-D tokamak [50] in 1991. Special PFCs tiles equipped
with Rogowski coils enabled measurement of the current flowing from the plasma
to the vacuum vessel - halo current flow. Since then many tokamaks detected halo
currents both directly (as a flow from plasma to the vessel) and indirectly (as a
part of poloidal current in the wall). These include JET [51, 52], NSTX [53, 54],
ASDEX Upgrade [55], DIII-D [56], MAST[57], TORE-SUPRA [58], JT60-U [59],
EAST [60]. Halo current measurements were also performed at COMPASS-D [61]
and extended with the same diagnostics after the vessel reinstallation in Prague
(COMPASS [2]). Analytical description was reported in [62].

Asymmetries during disruptions
An important aspect of electromagnetic forces evaluation is possible major

toroidal asymmetry of the plasma vertical displacement, which results in asym-
metric currents flow in the vessel. During rapid vertical displacement and shrink-
age of the poloidal cross-section of the plasma column significant drop of safety
factor is often observed. This makes the plasma prone to various instabilities, e.g.
kink modes. As a consequence, plasma might undergo complex 3D deformations,
e.g. radial shift, vertical tilt, twist of the plasma column.

In case of n=1, m=1 kink mode the resulting asymmetry can be represented
as a vertical tilt of the plasma column (Figure 2.3). This phenomenon is called
asymmetric vertical displacement event (AVDE). Toroidally asymmetric plasma
interacts mainly with the toroidal magnetic field, and hence induces sideway forces
acting on the vacuum vessel. Note that higher modes are also possible, but their
detection is a challenging task as it requires large number od sensors at different
toroidal positions. Mode n=1, m=1 detection is possible with a minimum of 3
measurement points.

Figure 2.3: asymmetrical disruption schematic [63]

In experiments the asymmetry of the plasma column can be manifested as a
non-uniform toroidal distribution of halo current or plasma current. Halo current
asymmetries were reported in several tokamaks including Alcator C-Mod [64],
NSTX [18], MAST [57], JET [49], ASDEX-U [55], JT-60U [65].

A typical parameter to characterize the amount of halo current is the halo
current fraction (as in [66]):

F = Imax
halo

Idisr
p

(2.11)
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where Imax
halo is the maximum value of the asymmetric halo current and Idisr

p is
the plasma current prior to CQ. The asymmetry of the halo current is routinely
described by toroidal peaking factor (TPF):

TPF = max(jhalo,n)
Ihalo/2π

(2.12)

where jhalo,n (A/rad) is the halo current density measured at n different toroidal
positions and Ihalo = 2π

∑1
N

jhalo,n

N
. A measure of halo current asymmetry is

described by the product F × TPF . It has been shown that the boundary of
F ×TPF reaches 0.7, meaning that at TPF=1 up to 70% of Idisr

p can be converted
to halo current (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Halo current database: toroidal peaking factor with respect to halo
fraction (Figure from [67])

A different approach to describe AVDE is the asymmetry of Ip measurement
indicating asymmetric current flow to the vacuum vessel. This is used at JET
and COMPASS [68]. An analytical model describing the relation between the
sideway forces and the Ip was proposed in [69].The model considers the plasma
as a rigid current filament asymmetrically displaced in the vacuum vessel and
exploits vertical current moments to determine the total sideway force:

Fx ≈ πIpB0R0α = πB0∆(IpZ) (2.13)

where ∆(IpZ) is the toroidal variation of the plasma current and vertical position,
R0 - major radius of the filament, B0 toroidal magnetic field at R0, and α = ∆Z

R0
is the vertical tilt of the filament.

Dynamic evolution of the plasma column asymmetry provides an additional
contribution to forces during AVDE. Rotating as well as locked asymmetries were
observed at JET, DIII-D, Alcator-C and others. Rotation at low frequencies
might contribute to mechanical loads on the machine in case of a resonance with
the natural frequencies of the vacuum vessel [70]. Asymmetrical halo currents
have been considered theoretically [71]. Simulations with M3D-C1 [72, 73, 74],
NIMROD [75] and JOREK [32] codes allow to include 3D geometry of the plasmas
and estimate the sideway forces.
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3. Disruptions at COMPASS
The COMPASS tokamak works at a wide range of plasma parameters often close
to operational limits. Since the beginning of its operation many of the discharges
resulted in disruptions. Since COMPASS is a relatively small device with mod-
erate values of Ip and Bt, electromagnetic forces during disruption were never
considered as a serious threat. There are neither disruption mitigation nor avoid-
ance systems that would affect disruption occurrence. Therefore, COMPASS
is a suitable device for performing dedicated disruption experiments as well as
analysis of unintentional disruptions. Note that although in general disruptions
at COMPASS are routine event without any detrimental consequences, several
exceptional cases were reported causing damage to magnetic coils casing cover
(Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Magnetic coils casing damaged during a disruption.

The COMPASS disruption database was created based on the operation pe-
riod 2012-2020. Statistical analysis was conducted to determine disruption rates,
typical predisruptive plasma parameters and specific features of disruptions. About
60% of plasma discharges at COMPASS terminate with disruption. The disrup-
tion database has 7284 entries out of 21812 discharges stored in CDB (COMPASS
database). Note that non-negligible fraction of CDB entries are faulty discharges
without plasma. Disruption can occur at any stage of the discharge - ramp-up,
flat-top or ramp-down. Ramp-up disruptions at COMPASS are excluded from
the database by cutting the data below 1050 ms (a typical time when the flat-
top is already reached after the breakdown at 950 ms and fast change of the
Magnetizing Field Power Supply current). About 50% of COMPASS disruptions
are happening during the flat-top, while the rest occur during the ramp-down.
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Figure 3.2: Disruption rates at different campaigns in COMPASS.

During disruptions plasma moves towards the vacuum vessel wall downward ( 40
%), upward ( 25 %) or radially to the HFS ( 35 %). It should be noted that HFS
disruption occur mainly in circular plasma which is prone to instability of the
radial position, while elongated plasma tends to be dragged up or down by PF
coils.

Disruption rate is defined as the ratio between disruptive discharges to the
total number of plasma discharges in a certain group. Disruption rate calculated
for individual experimental campaigns is shown in Figure 3.2. It varies strongly
depending on the campaign goals, required plasma parameters and wall condi-
tions. It can be noticed, that sometimes disruption rate reaches almost 100 %.
This is usually the case for the experiments prone to large MHD instabilities
(e.g. H mode access optimization) or working close to the operational limits (e.g.
investigation of density limit disruptions). Sometimes, a special group of exper-
iments might require triggering of intentional VDEs. This can be achieved with
the MARTe real-time plasma control system [76]. The plasma position is set to
±10 cm (depending on the preferred upward or downward direction), which is
achieved no sooner than 0.5 ms (the resistive time of the vessel). Such a displace-
ment is comparable to the minor radius of COMPASS (0.23 m) and inevitably
leads to VDE.

When operating with diverted plasma the COMPASS tokamak exhibits two
types of disruptions: major disruption (∼ 24%) and hot VDE (∼ 76%). Rep-
resentative disruptions for both cases are shown in Figure 3.3. Start of the
current quench can be detected with SXR reconstruction [77]. The major disrup-
tion exhibits a characteristic Ip spike followed by CQ with simultaneous vertical
movement of the plasma column. The hot VDE starts with vertical displacement
and only when the plasma is reaching the vacuum vessel wall the TQ begins.
Therefore, almost full plasma current and full plasma energy are deposited on
the vacuum vessel, resulting in more severe thermal and electromagnetic loads.

Figure 3.4 shows plasma current Ip, plasma electron density ne, poloidal beta
βp and edge safety factor q95 at the time instant 0.5 ms before CQ start. The
distinct spikes around Ip of 170 kA, 230 kA and 300 kA are related to typical
flat-top request values. Majority of q95 values are concentrated in the interval
2-6. A small number od q95 lower than 2 originates from RE campaigns with
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the two types of disruptions: major disruption in
discharge #15353 (left) and hot VDE in discharge #18744 (right). Top figure
shows sequence of the plasma vertical movement Z (blue curve) and the plasma
current Ip (red curve). Bottom figure shows SXR reconstruction, where the TQ
can be seen.

ramp-down disruptions. They are often proceeded by a relatively long Ip decay
and multiple Ip spikes that indicate partial loss of thermal energy.

Operational space of a tokamak can be represented by Hugill diagram [78],
which describes plasma state as a function of inversed safety factor 1/q depending
on neR/Bt. Operational space at COMPASS was produced by sampling of Ip, ne,
Bt, and q95 in 5263 discharges. A sampling period of tsampling=0.05 ms was used
in the interval where Ip > 30kA. In total ∼ 65 ·106 data entries were collected for
each parameter, where 3095 samples were labelled as disruptive (closest to the
start of CQ). An example of Ip sampling is shown in Figure 3.5. Note that not
all of the sampling instants are depicted for better visual clarity.

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the plasma parameters sampling (Ip in this case) for
operational space assessment. Only few sampling point are depicted, while the
real sampling period is tsampling=0.05 ms. The sample closest to the current
quench start (if present) is referred to as disruptive sample.

Likelihood of disruption occurrence at certain plasma parameters is described
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Figure 3.4: Number of occurrence of predisruptive plasma parameters in disrup-
tive discharges. Top left: the plasma current Ip; bottom left: poloidal beta βp;
top right: the edge safety factor q95; bottom right: electron density ne.

by so-called disruptivity [79]:

Disruptivity =
Ndisruptive

samples

Nsamples · tsampling

(3.1)

where Ndisruptive
samples is the number of disruptions observed in a certain plasma state

and Nsamples · tsampling is the total plasma operation time spent in this state. Dis-
ruptivity is expressed in 1/s, while its inversed value defines the average time
plasma can survive at given parameters before it disrupts. Disruptivity depen-
dence on Ip is depicted in Figure 3.6. It can be seen that disruptivity tend
to increase at larger |Ip|. In addition to this, pronounced spikes are observed
around 170 kA, 230 kA and 300 kA both in the count of samples as well as in
disruptivity. It should be noted that these are typical request parameters during
COMPASS operation. Some of this discharges had a programmed disruption. In
addition to this, disruptivity tends to be lower at the parameters where plasma
rarely operates. This is explained by a lack of statistical points.

Disruptivity dependence on ne is shown in Figure 3.7. Upper bound of the
Greenwald density limit can be estimated as nG = Ip

πa2 = 0.4MA
π(0.23m)2 = 24 · 1019m−3.

It is clear that disruptivity growth when the density is approaching nG.
Disruptivity dependence on q95 is shown in Figure 3.8. The highest disruptiv-

ity is observed close to q95 = 2 as expected from the plasma current operational
limit.

Overall operational range is shown by Hugill diagram (Figure 3.9, top), which
can be as well used for disruptivity representation (Figure 3.9, bottom). The
diagram allows clear indication of density and plasma current operational limits.
The majority of the sampled data points lie within the indicated limit, although
operation close to the limits is seldom observed. Visibly less data is depicted
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Figure 3.6: Disruptivity with respect to the plasma current Ip

Figure 3.7: Disruptivity with respect to the plasma density ne

Figure 3.8: Disruptivity with respect to the safety factor q95
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Figure 3.9: Hugill diagram for the plasma operational space (top) and disruptivity
(bottom). Logarithmic scale is used. 5263 discharges with 3095 disruptions are
taken used in the database. Plasma current limit and Greenwald density limit
are marked by dotted lines.

in the disruptivity diagram. Only disruptive samples can be seen here. The
disruptivity tend to increase towards the plasma current limit, although no clear
dependence is observed closer to Greenwald limit.

Previous research of disruptions at the COMPASS tokamak includes studies of
the plasma current asymmetries [68], locked mode as a disruption precursor [16],
density limit disruptions [80], halo current density limitation [81, 82], Recently a
manuscript on plasma current and vessel current characterization was accepted
for publication [2] and is attached to this thesis.

3.1 Magnetic diagnostics
Magnetic diagnostics is essential for tokamak operation as well as for physics
studies. It is used to determine the key plasma parameters such as the plasma
current, radial and vertical positions, magnetic energy and many others [83]. It is
involved in equilibrium reconstruction, MHD modes detection, feedback control.
In addition to this, magnetic diagnostics is frequently used for disruptions studies
as it can provide information about local vessel currents as well as major toroidal
asymmetries of the plasma column.

The COMPASS tokamak is equipped with a comprehensive set of magnetic
diagnostic (Figure 3.10) allowing measurement of the plasma current in 5 toroidal
positions, detection of local poloidal vessel currents as well as local toroidal vessel
current densities. The magnetic diagnostics include:

• Full internal Rogowski coil

• Full external Rogowski coil
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• Internal partial Rogowski coils (IPRs): 16 coils evenly covering the poloidal
cross-section of the vacuum vessel

• External partial Rogowski coils (EPRs): 16 coils evenly covering the poloidal
cross-section of the vacuum vessel

• Toroidal, poloidal and radial Mirnov coils (MC): 3 toroidal positions, 24
coils each, evenly covering the poloidal cross-section of the vacuum vessel.

Figure 3.10: Distribution of magnetic diagnostics in toroidal direction (left figure)
and in poloidal cross-section (right figure). Full Rogowski coils is labelled as ’Rog’;
external full Rogowski coil - ’Ext Rog’; Mirnov coils Rings A, B and C - ’MC-A’,
’MC-B’ and ’MC-C’, respectively; Internal Partial Rogowski coils and External
Partial Rogowski coils - ’IPR’ and ’EPR’. IPR and EPR coils pairs are depicted
by red rectangles and Mirnov coils are shown as blue dots.

3.1.1 Full internal and external Rogowski coils
Rogowski coils are routinely used in tokamaks in order to measure plasma current
[84]. It comprised a helical solenoid encircling the current of interest (e.g. plasma)
with a return center wire (to eliminate possible contribution from the surrounding
fields). The working principle of the coil is based on Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws.
The plasma current generates poloidal magnetic field:∮

l
Bpdl = µ0Ip (3.2)

where the integration is performed over the path poloidally encircling the plasma
(Rogowski coil contour). The change of magnetic flux induces voltage, which
allows to determine Ip after integration:

Φ = n
∫

S
dS

∮
l
Bpdl = nSµ0Ip

U = −dΦ
dt

= −µ0nS
dIp

dt
(3.3)

where n is the uniform winding density per unit length, S - is the area of a single
winding. Rogowski coil for Ip at COMPASS is mounted inside of the vacuum
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Magnetic coil R [mm] Z [mm] angle [deg]
IPR 1 788.50 0.00 90.000000
IPR 2 756.30 131.70 113.650000
IPR 3 685.00 249.50 128.992210
IPR 4 584.90 342.50 148.008500
IPR 5 457.40 382.90 180.000000
IPR 6 372.60 331.30 241.985290
IPR 7 333.40 226.60 258.330530
IPR 8 324.00 115.50 270.000000
IPR 9 324.00 0.00 270.000000
IPR 10 324.00 -115.50 270.000000
IPR 11 333.40 -226.60 281.669470
IPR 12 372.60 -331.30 298.014710
IPR 13 457.40 -382.90 0.000000
IPR 14 584.90 -342.50 31.991499
IPR 15 685.00 -249.50 51.007794
IPR 16 756.30 -131.70 66.350000

Table 3.1: IPR coils positions. The angle is measured from a vector pointing to
the LFS, positive values correspond to the counter-clockwise direction.

vessel and consists of a single continuous segment, hence in this manuscript it is
referred to as full internal Rogowski coil. The coil encircles the plasma column and
allows to directly deduce Ip magnitude. Another full Rogowski coil is located on
the outside of the vacuum vessel at the same toroidal position as the full internal
Rogowski coil. This coil is called full external Rogowski coil and it encircles the
plasma current together with the net toroidal currents flowing in the vacuum
vessel. Both internal and external full Rogowski coils use analogue integration
and are connected to ATCA data acquisition system [85]. The data is sampled
with 2 MS/s, 16 bit resolution. The main purpose of internal and external full
Rogowski coils is measurement of the plasma current and total toroidal net vessel
current.

3.1.2 Internal and external partial Rogowski coils
Similarly to full Rogowski coil, a discrete pick-up coil can be used to measure
local variations of magnetic flux. At COMPASS these coils are positioned both
inside and outside of the vacuum vessel wall, making pairs evenly distributed over
the poloidal cross-section as shown in Figure 3.10. They are oriented parallel to
the poloidal cross-section of the vessel, hence measuring mainly poloidal flux:

Φ = NSBp (3.4)

where N is the number of turns in the coil, S is the cross-sectional area of the coil
and Bp is the magnetic field component along the probe axis. The exact coils
position and orientation are listed in 3.1.

These coils are referred to as internal and external partial Rogowski coils - IPR
and EPR, respectively. Note that EPR coils will detect the magnetic flux change
induced both by plasma and toroidal currents flowing in the vacuum vessel. IPR
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coils have a core of 4 cm length, 8.25 mm × 25 mm cross-section with R=2 mm
round corners. The wire of 0.4 mm diameter takes 161 turns of the windings
mounted in 2 layers, forming 347 cm2 effective area. EPR coils are larger (10
cm) and are slightly curved. All IPR coils are connected to ATCA1, while EPRs
use Nimbus data acquisition systems. In both cases the data is sampled with 2
MS/s, 16 bit resolution. The main purpose of IPR is real time position control
and EFIT reconstruction. They also enable calculation of the plasma current.
Combination of EPR and IPR coils allows determination of local toroidal vessel
currents.

3.1.3 Mirnov coils

So-called Mirnov coils are similar to partial Rogowski coils, but their length is
comparable to the diameter. A total of 216 coils are installed in COMPASS. They
are arranged in 3 array (labelled as Ring A, B and C) at different toroidal posi-
tions. Each toroidal position has 3D coils distributed evenly at 24 poloidal angles.
Therefore, each location (blue dots in Figure 3.10) correspond to 3 coils measur-
ing toroidal, poloidal and radial fields. The coils have effective area S=17.977 cm2

and are wound on a cylindrical core of 5 mm length and 4.7 mm diameter. The
coils’ exact positions are listed in Table 3.2. The coils are mounted in a metallic
casing (Figure). The coils are connected to Nimbus and ATCA4 data acquisi-
tion systems. Only poloidal Mirnov coils in Ring B have analogue integrators,
the rest are integrated numerically. Toroidal Mirnov coils allow determination of
local poloidal vessel currents. Poloidal Mirnov coils can be used for the plasma
current reconstruction.

Care should be taken when processing Mirnov coils data as their measurements
might be affected by neighbouring PFCs as well as the casing holding the coil.
Any conducting element between the plasma and the coils might lead to parasitic
signal. The positioning of the coils in the vacuum vessel is shown in Figure
3.11. On the bottom part of the vessel they are covered by divertor plates inside
a groove in a metal backplate. On the HFS the coils are located in the gaps
between the PFCs, there are no continuous conducting structures between the
coils and the plasma. On the top part of the vacuum vessel the coils casing is
directly exhibited to the plasma. The divertor backplate might corrupt toroidal
Mirnov coils measurements. The stainless steel backplate is ∼10 mm sick and
has resistivity 6.9 ·10−7Ω ·m, while the vacuum vessel made of Inconel 625 is only
3 mm thick and has resistivity almost twice as high 12.9 · 10−7Ω · m. Therefore,
the backplate is a more favorable electrical path for the halo current entering the
divertor compared to the vacuum vessel.

Another difficulty is related to the damage of the coils casings. The original
design comprises magnetic coils covered by a metal strip that has no electric
contact to the sides of the casing, hence no parasitic current can flow in front of
the coil. However, the cover was damaged in several places due to exceptionally
excessive electromagnetic loads during disruption. It was repaired by putting a 0.5
mm thick metal patch on top of the casing creating unwanted electrical connection
(Figures 3.12 and 3.13). Part of the vessel current might flow through the patch
instead of the vacuum vessel wall (which is 3 mm thick).
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Mirnov
coil #

ϕ θ R
R [mm] Z [mm] R [mm] Z [mm] R [mm] Z [mm]

1 789.2 9.5 789.2 0 791.2 -9.5
2 769.9 98 772.9 89 777.7 80.6
3 736.8 171.7 741.1 163.2 747.2 155.7
4 678.7 257.5 684.5 250 691.9 243.8
5 614.2 322.4 621.3 316 629.7 311.2
6 535.9 367.3 544.7 363.7 554.2 361.9
7 448 384.8 457.5 384.5 467 386.3
8 386.1 353.3 393.4 359.4 399.3 367.1
9 351.7 289.3 355.3 298.1 357 307.6
10 331.6 217.2 333.6 226.5 333.5 236.2
11 325.1 161.7 324.9 152.2 322.6 142.7
12 324.5 85.7 324.5 76.2 322.5 66.7
13 324.5 9.5 324.5 0 322.5 -9.5
14 324.5 -66.7 324.4 -76.2 322.5 -85.7
15 324.9 -142.7 325.2 -152.2 323.4 -161.7
16 331.5 -217.2 333.5 -226.5 333.5 -236.2
17 351.7 -289.3 355.3 -298.1 357 -307.6
18 386.1 -353.2 393.3 -359.4 399.2 -367.31
19 448 -384.8 457.5 -384.5 467 -386.3
20 535.1 -367 544.4 -363.1 554 -361.3
21 614 -321.3 621 -315 629.4 -310.1
22 678.7 -257.4 684.6 -250 692 -243.7
23 745.4 -154.8 741.1 -163.3 738.6 -172.6
24 775.8 -80 772.8 -89 771.8 -98.6

Table 3.2: Positions of toroidal-ϕ, poloidal-θ and radial-R Mirnov coils.
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Figure 3.11: Mirnov coils casing position in the vacuum vessel with respect to
surrounding PFCs.

Figure 3.12: Coil casing cover: original design (left) and with metal patch on the
top (right).

Figure 3.13: Mirnov coils casings repaired with a metal patch after being damaged
during a disruption.
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3.1.4 Diamagnetic loop
Diamagnetic loop detects changes in the toroidal magnetic flux related to the
plasma current and pressure. The diamagnetic loop measures the difference be-
tween the total toroidal flux and unperturbed flux:

∆Φ = ∆ΦD = Φtotal − Φvacuum ≈ 2κ

1 + κ2
(µ0Ip)2

2πB0
(1 − βp) (3.5)

The two diamagnetic loops at COMPASS are located at the positions of toroidal
field coils 5 and 11. The diamagnetic loops are used to measure plasma magnetic
energy. In addition to this, net poloidal vessel current can be obtained.

3.1.5 Poloidal Mirnov coils data acquisition
Poloidal Mirnov coils at COMPASS are used for Ip reconstruction as will be
described in Section 3.1.7. While Mirnov coils in Ring B have analogue integra-
tors, the coils in Ring A and C require numerical integration. This leads to a
corruption of the integrated data as indicated by a spurious offset of the signal
after disruption. The reason lies in the data acquisition channels working range.
The default acquisition range is set to ±10 V with resolution 0.3 mV/bit. This
results in accumulation of an error during the discharge flat-top. Alternative
data acquisition range ±2 V with resolution 0.06 mV/bit is available in Nimbus.
However, while it improves the data quality during the flat-top it cannot cope
with the large change of voltage during disruption and the signal saturates (Fig-
ure 3.14). Therefore, one has to choose between poor data quality during the
discharge flattop and loss of the data during disruption. The following solution
was implemented: each poloidal Mirnov coil was connected two 2 data acquisition
channels (DAC) with different sensitivity (±10 V and ±2 V). The data from the
two DAQ are then combined improving the signal quality during disruption. The
basic combination of the channels is done in a following way:

Scombined(t) = S±10V (t)ifS±2V (t) > 1.9V

Scombined(t) = S±2V (t)ifS±2V (t) < 1.9V (3.6)

This allows to use more precise ±2 V channel, while the data is replaced by
±10 V channel at individual time instances where ±2 V channel is saturated.
Care should be taken when combining the two channels with different acquisition
range as they might have different filter characteristics, calibrations and offsets.
The measured filter characteristics of several Nimbus channels having different
acquisition ranges is shown in Figure 3.15. According to Nyquist–Shannon sam-
pling theorem the signal has two be sampled with the frequency at least twice
higher than the original signal to avoid aliasing. Nimbus collects data with 2 MHz
frequency. Therefore, the filter characteristic frequencies of interest lie below 1
MHz. It can be seen in Figure 3.15 that the difference between the channels at
this frequency range is ∼ 1dB, which can be neglected when combining the two
acquisition channels.
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Figure 3.14: Mirnov coil data without numerical integration collected by ±2 V
(0.06 mV/bit resolution) and ±10 V (0.3 mV/bit resolution) DAC channels. Left:
the whole discharge; Right: during disruption.

Figure 3.15: Measured filter characteristic of Nimbus DAC with ±1 V, ±2 V, ±5
V and ±10 V acquisition ranges. The attenuation of less than 5 dB at 1 MHz
is observed, while the difference between the channels is less than 1 dB. Credits:
the measurement was performed by Ales Havranek (IPP CAS).
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An alternative approach of filter characteristic determination is its derivation
from a test pulse wave signal collected by Nimbus channels. A pulse generator
creates a wave with magnitude 1.8 V, which is recorded by Nimbus. In to achieve
higher resolution signal and higher Nyquist BW the signal is oversampled - a step
function is created as a multiple of overlapped steps from the original signal (Fig-
ure 3.16). This allows to calculate filter characteristic with frequencies reaching
10 MHz (Figure 3.17). The filter characteristics of the two acquisition channels
±2 V and ±10 start to deviate significantly at frequencies larger than 2 MHz,
which is another confirmation that the channels can be combined without risk.

Figure 3.16: Left: Pulse generator signal measured with Nimbus. Right: Over-
sampled Nimbus signal and modelled Heaviside step function.

Another effect to consider when combining the two DACs is electronics recov-
ery time after saturation. Several points of ±2 V DAC should be excluded after
the channel returns from saturation. This is illustrated in Figure 3.18 where a

Figure 3.17: Filter characteristic of Nimbus DAC with acquisition range ±2 V
and ±10 V
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Figure 3.18: DAC recovery after saturation.

signal from a pulse generator is recorded by Nimbus DACs with ±2 V and ±10
V acquisition ranges. The magnitude of the pulse wave is 5V, hence ±2 V DAC
reaches saturation, while ±10 V DAC remains in operation. When the magni-
tude changes from 5 V to 0 V it can be noticed, that ±2 V DAC slightly deviates
from ±10 V DAC at 1-2 points of the ramp down. For safety margin 5 point are
excluded after ±2 V DAC saturation in the two channels combination procedure.

Finally, different calibration and offset of the channels should be taken into
account. Knowing that ±2 V and ±10 V DAC channels measure the same under-
lying signal, the calibration and offset can be found using regression between the
channels measurements. However, linear regression cannot be used as both ±2
V and ±10 V DAC signals have their independent errors. Therefore, orthogonal
distance regression method is implemented, where offset Koffset and slope Kcalibr

coefficients of the resulting line correspond to calibration and offset coefficients
for DACs combination. Any of the channels can be used as a reference one, and
the other should be pre-processed before combining the two of them together:

S±2V = Koffset + Kcalibr ∗ S±10V

S±10V = S±10V (3.7)

The finalised procedure of the channels combination consists of the following
steps:

• Replacement of ±2 V DAC raw data points with ±10 V DAC raw data
points at instances where ±2 V DAC is saturated

• Replacement of ±2 V DAC raw data points with ±10 V DAC raw data
points at 5 time instances after ±2 V DAC returns from saturation.

• Elimination of the differences between the channels due to calibration and
offset

• Numerical integration

An example of integrated data improvement by combination of two DACs
with ±2 V and ±10 V acquisition range is shown in Figure 3.19. It can be
seen that both channels individually result in a parasitic offset after disruption
(although the underlying reason for that differs). However, the combination sets
the offset to almost zero, indicating reliability of the integrated data.
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Figure 3.19: Combination of two DACs with ±2 V and ±10 V after numerical
integration.

Figure 3.20: DAC improvement statistics

In order to assess overall performance of the channel combination technique
132 discharges were analysed. The channel was considered to be reliable if the
offset after disruption does not exceed 1% of the flat-top Ip value. On the contrary,
an unreliable channel is defined as having an offset larger than 5%. Only these
two extreme cases are considered. Figure 3.20 shows that since implementation
of the DACs combination procedure the number of reliable channels significantly
increased, while the number of unreliable channels dropped.

3.1.6 Toroidal Mirnov coils connection

The COMPASS tokamak is equipped with 3 rings of Mirnov coil that measure
variation of the toroidal magnetic field. These coils are referred to as toroidal
Mirnov coils. However, only Ring A was connected before May 2019, when Rings
B and C were also put into operation. The coils were connected to ATCA4 data
acquisition system and require numerical integration. The data processing is
complicated by ±10V acquisition range of ATCA4 channels, while the raw signal
during disruptions rarely reaches 1 V (an example is shown in Figure 3.21). This
results in accumulation of error during numerical integration and subsequent
spurious offset after the disruption (indicating corruption of the integration). In
order to amplify the signal it was suggested to replace two resistors in ATCA4
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channel electronics to change the integration gain (Figures 3.22 and 3.23).

Figure 3.21: Raw signal of toroidal Mirnov coils #19 and #11 in the vicinity of
the plasma-wall contact during disruption. These coils are expected to detect one
of the largest toroidal magnetic field variation compared to the other coils due to
the close presence of plasma and halo currents flowing in that region. The signal
magnitude does not exceed 1 V

Figure 3.22: Electronic schematics of ATCA A/D channel

Figure 3.23: Part of the electronic schematics of ATCA A/D channel. Resistors
R2 and R2 are replaced from 56 kOhm to 6,2 kOhm, changing the acquisition
range from ±10V to ±2.12V

The result of the resistors change is illustrated in Figure 3.24. It can be
seen that the majority of discharges had large offset after disruption at ±10V
acquisition range (blue curve). The offset drastically decreases after modification
of ATCA A/D channel.
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Figure 3.24: Toroidal Mirnov coil #5 Ring B: integrated signal during numerous
upward disruptions (having plasma-wall contact in the vicinity of the coil). Red
curve corresponds to new acquisition range ±2.12V and blue curve - ±10V . The
time axis is centred around disruption time.

3.1.7 Plasma current reconstruction by discrete coil
In addition to the plasma current measurement provided by the full internal
Rogowski coil, it is possible to reconstruct Ip using IPR and Mirnov coils [86].
In this case integration in Equations 3.2 and 3.3 is replaced by a discrete
summation: ∑

i

Bi
pli

eff ≈ µ0Ip (3.8)

where Bi
p is the poloidal field measured by the coil and leff is the effective length

of each coil. leff parameter is introduced in order to interpolate the magnetic
field between the coils. It exploits an assumption that the magnetic field is a
const=Bi

p around predefined distance along the vacuum vessel wall. The end
points of leff are defined as the coordinates in the middle between the coils. The
effective lengths of Mirnov coils and IPRs are listed in Table 3.3

The magnetic field detected by IPR and Mirnov coils includes parasitic signal
from PF coils and the vacuum vessel. In order to reliably reconstruct Ip these
crosstalk has to be eliminated. Crosstalk removal is done with the help of a special
vacuum discharge, where the contributions from various PF coils can be separated
in time and treated individually. Figure 3.25 illustrates processing of Mirnov coil
#9 in Ring A signal in a vacuum discharge # 14855. The voltage detected by the
coil is shown in the Figure 3.25 (top left). According to Faraday’s law the voltage
measured at the ends of the coils wire is proportional to the time-derivative of
the magnetic field: ∮

l
Edl = − d

dt
(
∫

S
BdS)

U = −SḂ (3.9)

where S is the effective area of the coil. Therefore, integration of the signal is
required. While IPR and Mirnov coils Ring B have analugue integrators, Mirnov
coils Rings A and C have to be integrated numerically. Backward Euler integra-
tion method is used:

Si = Si−1 + tint · Sraw
i (3.10)
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Coil # Mirnov coils leff [m] IPR leff [m]
1 0.090621945 0.13602458
2 0.085749128 0.13693183
3 0.092317927 0.13778504
4 0.097649731 0.13632390
5 0.091052104 0.11940165
6 0.090372090 0.10775746
7 0.080375175 0.11209263
8 0.071577956 0.11360674
9 0.073809696 0.11551406
10 0.074900541 0.11360674
11 0.075440601 0.11209263
12 0.076121595 0.10775746
13 0.076202341 0.11940165
14 0.076102482 0.13632390
15 0.075427552 0.13778504
16 0.074894042 0.13693183
17 0.073788115 -
18 0.071631039 -
19 0.080354964 -
20 0.090406541 -
21 0.090904738 -
22 0.097365943 -
23 0.092269458 -
24 0.085789725 -

Table 3.3: Effective length Leff of Mirnov coils and IPR coils.

where integration time step tint is DAC sampling interval (5 · 107ms), S is the
integrated data and Sraw is non-integrated signal. Accumulation of errors during
numerical integration result is a baseline drift that can be seen in Figure 3.25
(top right). It is removed by fitting a first order polynomial to the time intervals
where only linear noise is drifting and there are no variations in PF coils currents.
Universal intervals for drift removal that can be applied to majority of COMPASS
discharges are 550-640 ms and 1300-1400 ms. The resulting baseline is then
subtracted from the numerically integrated signal. The signal without linear
drift is shown in Figure 3.25 (bottom left). Figure 3.25 (bottom right) shows
each PF coil contribution individually.

First step of cross-talk removal consists of determination of normalization
coefficients that allow conversion from PF coils currents to the corresponding
created magnetic field:

KP F −coil = < Smagn−coil >

< IP F >
(3.11)

where < Smagn−coil > is the time-averaged integrated signal from magnetic coil
(Mirnov or IPR), < IP F −coil > is the time-averaged current in PF coil and
PF − coil denotes the type of PF coil (MFPS, SFPS, EFPS, BR or BV). The av-
eraging is performed in the time intervals where PF coils currents have stabilized.
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Figure 3.25: Processing of Mirnov coil #9 in Ring A signal in a vacuum discharge
# 14855. Top left: raw non-integrated signal. Top right: numerically integrated
signal with drift. Bottom left: numerically integrated signal after drift removal.
Bottom right: currents in PF coils.

Therefore the cross-talk field take the following form:

Slinear
cross−talk =

∑
P F −coil

KP F −coil · IP F (3.12)

The cross-talk field is subtracted from the magnetic coil integrated signal,
which in case of the vacuum discharge results in an almost zero signal. An
example of such a treatment is shown in Figure 3.26 (top). It can be seen that
the integrated data from Mirnov coil #9 Ring A has significant jumps of the
signal which correspond to PF coils currents in time (red curve). The signal
after cross-talk removal eliminates this effect (blue curve). However, upon closer
inspection it can be noticed that some faster variations of the signal are present
ar the time corresponding to PF coils currents ramp up and ramp down. This
is so=called non=linear cross=talk due to vessel currents induced by the fast
change of magnetic field. It can be eliminated by solving lumped element circuit
model 2.3 for PF coils assuming that contributions from each magnetic diagnostic
coil can be treated individually and mutual inductance between them can be
neglected. Variation of Ip is not taken into account. Equation 2.3 then reduces
to the following form:

IP F = τmut
dIV V

dt
− τself

dIP F

dt
(3.13)

where τmut = LV V,P F

RP F
and τself = LP F,P F

RP F
are treated as non-linear cross-talk coef-

ficients. With known current in PF coils IP F equation ?? can be solved using
backward Euler integration for each PF coil for any pair of τmut and τself . The
coefficients were then manually adjusted to minimise the cross-talk effect. The
resulting signal after non-linear cross-talk removal is shown in Figure 3.26 (bot-
tom).

Up until now the vessel currents induced by the plasma current quench during
disruptions have not been considered. A simplified method to account for this
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Figure 3.26: Illustration of PF originated cross-talk in Mirnov coil #9 in Ring
A signal in a vacuum discharge # 14855. Top: linear cross-talk removal. Blue
curve - Mirnov coil signal after integration and drift removal, strong cross-talk
up to ∼0.06 T is present; Red curve - signal after linear cross-talk elimination.
Bottom: non-linear cross-talk removal. Red curve - Mirnov coil signal without
linear cross-talk (zoom of the top figure); Green curve - signal after non-linear
cross-talk elimination

effect uses total toroidal vessel current obtained from Rogowski coil and External
Partical Rogowski coil: I tor

V V = I tor
p+V V − Ip. Another kind of vacuum discharge is

exploited, as presence of the vacuum vessel currents is required while there is no
plasma in the vessel (#14888 is used in this work). The cross-talk is removed
from reconstructed Ip (according to equation 3.8) where other types of cross-
talks were already removed. The reconstructed signal is then treated similarly to
equation 3.14:

KV V = < Imagn−coil >

< I tortotal
V V >

(3.14)

where < Imagn−coil > is Ip signal reconstructed by magnetic coils (IPR or Mirnov).
The result of this procedure applied to a plasma discharge is illustrated in Figure
3.27 where non-negligible difference is observed between Ip with and without
vacuum vessel currents cross-talk (blue and red curves) in the interval of toroidal
vessel currents presence (green curve). Note that ideally the cross-talk during
disruption should be removed by considering the response of every vessel segment
to the change of current around. A possible solution is to use local toroidal
vessel currents obtained by pairs of IPR and EPR coils and eliminate cross-talk
individually in each magnetic coil. However, an attempt to implement this was
not successful and significant parasitic signal was observed in the coils located on
the LFS (Figure 3.14, right). It can be seen as a large positive spike of coil #2
(LFS) signal after current quench start (marked as tdisr). This is due to more
magnetically inert walls further from the tokamak geometrical centre. Moreover,
several coils on the top of the vacuum vessel (#6 and #7) are also immune to
vessel-currents cross-talk removal, while their counterparts in the bottom (coils
#19 and #20) can be treated successfully. It was not clear where this different
in behaviour originates. Therefore, it was preferred to treat the vessel currents
cross-talk after Ip reconstruction using total toroidal vessel current. As a result,
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Figure 3.27: Removal of the cross-talk induced by toroidal vessel current in dis-
charge # 15052. Green curve - total toroidal vessel current deduced using Ro-
gowski coil and External Rogowski coil. Blue curve - the plasma current with
cross-talk present. Red curve - the plasma current with cross-talk eliminated.

Figure 3.28: Mirnov coils signals after cross-talk removal in discharge #14856.
Linear, non-linear and local vessel currents contributions were taken into account.
Left: Mirnov coil # 12 (HFS); Right: Mirnov coil # 2 (LFS)

the post-processed signal represents plasma behaviour independent on PF coils
parasitic signal and partly independent on vessel currents.

It should be taken into account, that some of the coils are broken and cannot
be used in calculation of Ip. Therefore, the effective length of the neighbouring
coils should be extended accordingly. Moreover, some coils have less reliable data
than others. Their data quality can vary from discharge to discharge making
some coils more useful for Ip calculation, while other coils might bring significant
error. An algorithm was developed to automatically determine the combination
of magnetic coils that provides most accurate result. Least deviation between Ip

measured by full Rogowski coil and Ip reconstructed by discrete magnetic coils
serves as a figure of merit of reconstruction quality. The procedure consists of
the following steps:

• Preparation of data from magnetic coils without analogue integrator: raw
signal is processed as described in section 3.1.5: channels with different
sensitivities are combined, the signal is numerically integrated and the drift
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is removed

• Linear and non-linear cross-talks are removed

• Permanently non-working coils are removed from the coils list used in Ip

reconstruction

• Faulty coils are identified and removed from the coils list used in Ip recon-
struction: this includes failure of the data acquisition system as well as coils
having large offset after disruption (> 10%).

• Among the remaining coils suitable for Ip reconstruction it is a prerequisite
that at least 12 coils will be used.

• All possible combinations of the suitable coils and formed and their effective
lengthes are determined.

• For each combination Ip is reconstructed

• Deviation from full Rogowski coil IRog
p is determined as two offsets - be-

fore and after disruption: S
before/after
offset = |<IRog

p >−<Icoil
p >

<IRog
p >

|. Here Icoil
p is the

plasma current reconstructed with a defined set of discrete magnetic coils.
Averaging is performed in the following intervals: over 1 ms starting from 5
ms before disruption for Sbefore

offset and over 100 ms starting from 200 ms after
disruption for Safter

offset.

• Among coils combinations that deviate from IRog
p by 5 % at maximum the

least Safter
offset is found. This is considered as a best coils combination for Ip

reconstruction.

The resulting reconstructed Ip is then stored in the COMPASS database CDB.

3.2 Current quench characterisation
Plasma displacement and current quench are the main phases of disruption that
determine the currents flowing in the vacuum vessel wall and hence the forces act-
ing on the machine. Understanding of the current quench parameters and related
vessel currents can help determining disruptions scenarios and their mitigation
in future machines. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the related parameters
such as the duration and rate of the plasma motion as well as Ip decay. This
section summarises the extensive current quench characterisation reported in [2].
An example of CQ in several representative disruptions is shown in Figure 3.29.
Ip decay can take different waveforms such as almost linear (Figure 3.29, top),
fast drop of Ip in the beginning of CQ which is slowed down later (Figure 3.29,
middle), slower beginning of CQ with fast Ip drop at the end (Figure 3.29, bot-
tom). Another characteristic feature indicating TQ is the Ip spike marked in
Figure 3.29 (bottom). The following CQ characterisation takes an approach of
International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) disruption database IDDB [66]
which contains disruption parameters from more than 10 tokamaks from all over
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Figure 3.29: Examples of Ip decay behaviour at COMPASS. Top: maximum
quench rate QRmax is only slightly different from QR80−20; Middle: non-linear Ip

- rapid drop of Ip in the beginning of CQ and slower decay later. Bottom: major
disruption with prominent Ip spike in the beginning of CQ. Slower decay rate in
the beginning, which accelerates towards the end of CQ.

the world. While the COMPASS tokamak is not included in IDDB, it is beneficial
to determine the parameters used there.

The characteristic Ip can take up to 25 % of the predisruptive plasma current
Idisr

p (Figure 3.30, left). Note the spike is more prominent in major disruptions
(marked by blue circles). This might be due to higher stored magnetic energy as
it can be seen in Figure 3.30 (right).

Figure 3.30: Characteristic Ip spike statistics with respect ro predisruptive plasma
current Idisr

p . VDEs are marked by blue color and major disruptions by red color.
Left: The spike magnitude is normalized to Idisr

p . Right: The spike magnitude is
normalized to Idisr

p and βp

The current quench time τCQ defines the duration of Ip decay. It is often
calculated as a linear extrapolation of τ80−20 : τCQ = 1.67 · τ80−20, where τ80−20
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is the time of Ip drop from 80 % to 20 % of Idisr
p . Note that while the interval

80-20 % is widely used, some machines can exploit different intervals such as
90-10 % at ADITYA [87] or 80-30 % at EAST [60]. The choice of the interval is
affected by the presence of eddy currents in the vacuum vessel, which can induce
parasitic signal in Ip measurement. Similarly, CQ rate QR80−20 can be defined as
the linear Ip decay over the τ80−20 interval. In order to compare current quench
time between different devices the plasma area and self-inductance should be
taken into account. Area-normalised current quench time τCQ/S at COMPASS
uses plasma area prior to the displacement (at least 3 ms before the start of the
CQ). ITPA defines a minimum value of τCQ/S across multi-device database as
1.67 ms/m2 (Figure 3.31). The limit found at COMPASS is 2.1 ms/m2 (Figure
3.32, right), which is consistent with ITPA. The limit lowers to 1.73 ms/m2 when
self-inductance normalisation is performed using a dimensionless parameter L =
ln(8R/a)-1.75.

Figure 3.31: ITPA limit as reported in [88] (Figures 2 and 3). Left: area-
normalised current quench time. Right: current quench time normalised by area
and self-inductance

Note that there is a number of data entries that lie below the indicated ITPA
limit of 1.67 ms/m2 (Figure 3.32, left). These disruptions belong to the group
with significant RE presence (which are not taken into account in ITPA). RE
discharges are indicated by yellow dots in the figure and are not taken into account
in further statistics. An example of an extreme RE disruption is presented in
Figure 3.33. In this case Rogowski coil integrator failed which is indicated by
a spurious offset of the signal after disruption (red curve). An upper bound of
the CQ time can be estimated by external Rogowski coil measuring Ip together
with the vessel currents, which results in ∼ 1000 kA/ms rate, which is faster that
any of non-RE quench rates (on average 168 kA/ms). In addition to this, Ip was
calculated using Mirnov coils Ring B, which provided ∼ 6000 kA/ms quench rate.
However, this is an exceptional case even during RE campaigns. Disruptions that
are not affected by RE have QR80−20 distribution shown in (Figure 3.34)
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Figure 3.32: Statistical analysis of current quench time τCQ at COMPASS.
Quench time τCQ is plotted against Idisr

p , both parameters are normalised to
predisruptive plasma area S. Dashed line at τCQ/S = 1.67ms/m2 indicate the
lower bound that is common to many tokamaks (determined in international
disruption database IDDB). Dashed line at τCQ/S = 2.1ms/m2 indicates lower
limit for COMPASS. The limit does not consider RE discharges (shown by yellow
dots on the left figure). Right figure distinguishes different disruption directions:
downward - red color, upward - blue color, HFS - green color.

Figure 3.33: Extremely fast CQ during disruption in discharge #10806 (RE cam-
paign). Red curve - Ip measured by Rogowski coil. Blue curve - Ip measured by
Mirnov coils Ring B. Green curve - Ip together with the vessel current measured
by external Rogowski coil.
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Figure 3.34: Occurrence of various QR80−20 in the COMPASS disruption database
(only upward and downward disruptions without RE are taken into account)

3.3 Currents in the vacuum vessel wall
This section summarises the vessel currents measurements reported in [2] and
provides additional example of unusual disruptions.

3.3.1 Toroidal vessel currents
A basic measurement of toroidal vessel current exploits combination of internal
and external Rogowski coils: I tor

V V = I tor
p+V V − Ip, where I tor

p+V V is the sum of the
plasma current and vessel current measurement by external Rogowski coil. How-
ever, no information about toroidal vessel current distribution can be obtained
with this technique. Local toroidal vessel currents densities are provided by pairs
of IPRs and EPRs, which together serve as a small Rogowski coil encircling a
toroidal slice of the vacuum vessel (Figure 3.35): J tor

V = 2L(BEP R−BIP R)
µ0

.

Figure 3.35: A pair of IPR and EPR coil that can serve as a Rogowski coil for
toroidal vessel current measurement.

An example of toroidal vessel currents distribution is presented in Figure 3.36.
Before the plasma column starts vertical movement no currents are detected by
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the coils. Vertical displacement (upwards in this case) induces currents in the
top and bottom part of the vacuum vessel to prevent the movement. The final
phase is governed by CQ resulting in concentrated toroidal vessel currents in the
top part of the vacuum vessel (where the plasma is heading).

Figure 3.36: Toroidal vessel currents overview in discharge #19396 (hot VDE).
Left top: toroidal vessel current density distribution over the poloidal cross-
section of the vacuum vessel. Left bottom: vertical position Z (blue curve) and
plasma current |Ip|. Right: Individual instances of the density distribution over
the poloidal cross-section: before the start of the vertical displacement (green
curve), during the vertical displacement (blue curve) and during CQ (red curve).

An interesting plasma behaviour was observed in discharge #20746 (Fig-
ure 3.37) during restart campaign. A disruption happened during ramp down
with the flat-top current being Ip ∼ 238 kA and predisruption plasma current
Idisr

p ∼ 68 kA. Initially the plasma column was moving upwards (Figure 3.37,
left bottom) approximately until 3.5 ms before the start of CQ. However, the
direction of the movement reverses resulting in a downward hot VDE. Both up-
ward and downward movements induce dipole-like toroidal vessel currents in the
top and bottom parts of the vacuum vessel. The polarity of these currents is
consistent with the direction of the movement: counter-Ip vessel currents if the
plasma moves towards the wall and co-Ip currents if the plasma moves away from
the wall. In general, the direction of the vertical displacement should depend on
the initial plasma position with respect to neutral point - the position where the
plasma can be balanced by toroidal eddy currents. The plasma having the posi-
tion upper from the neutral point will typically continue its motion upward and
the plasma with the position lower than the neutral point disrupts in downward
direction. However, this pattern can be interrupted by TQ and flattening of the
plasma current profile. It was demonstrated at ASDEX-Upgrade [31] that plasma
is pulled in the direction of divertor during TQ. In case of COMPASS discharge
#20746 TQ occurs approximately at the time when the plasma column changes
its direction of displacement. The TQ is manifested in a small spike in the Ip

profile (Figure 3.37, left bottom) and can be a reason behind unusual vertical
position behaviour.
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Figure 3.37: Toroidal vessel currents overview in discharge #20746 (hot VDE).
Left top: toroidal vessel current density distribution over the poloidal cross-
section of the vacuum vessel. Left bottom: vertical position Z (blue curve) and
plasma current |Ip|. Right: Individual instances of the density distribution over
the poloidal cross-section: during the movement upward (green curve), during
the movement downward (blue curve) and during CQ (red curve).

3.3.2 Net poloidal eddy currents
Poloidal currents in the vacuum vessel (regardless of their nature) can be deter-
mined using toroidal Mirnov coils according to Ampere’s law: Ipol

V = 2πR0
µ0

∆B ,
where ∆B = Bext

tor − BMC
tor is the difference between externally applied toroidal

field at the position of the coil and the toroidal field measured by the coil (Figure
3.38). 3 rings of toroidal Mirnov coils, 24 coils each enables determination of
local poloidal vessel currents covering the whole vessel cross-section. An example
of such measurements is presented in Figure 3.39 showing a downward major
disruption. It has clearly separated TQ phase where poloidal vessel currents are
observed on the whole extension of poloidal cross-section. These are net poloidal
eddy currents. The second distinctive feature is observed around the middle of
the CQ where poloidal vessel currents are concentrated in the bottom part of the
chamber. These are attributed to halo currents, which will be discussed in 3.3.3.

Figure 3.38: An example of Mirnov coil signal (blue curve) during disruption
shown together with external toroidal field at the position of the coil (red curve).

It was shown that the net poloidal eddy current can be deduced using dia-
magnetic loop [89] as follows:

Ipol
V = V

RW

(3.15)
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Figure 3.39: Poloidal vessel currents overview in discharge #18787 (major disrup-
tion). Left top: poloidal vessel current distribution over the poloidal cross-section
of the vacuum vessel. Left bottom: vertical position Z (blue curve) and plasma
current |Ip|. Right: Individual instances of the density distribution over the
poloidal cross-section: before the start of the vertical displacement (green curve),
during the TQ (blue curve) and during CQ (red curve).

where V is the voltage measured by Diamagnetic loop and RW is the poloidal
resistance of the vacuum vessel. In addition to this, the net poloidal eddy current
can by analytically estimated using equations 2.8 and 2.9. A comparison between
the three methods is presented in Figure 3.40 for a downward hot VDE. The
signal from coil #8 is considered as it is located far from the plasma-wall contact
region and should not be affected by halo current presence. The first positive
spike of the signal of 5-7 kA corresponds to net poloidal eddy current induced by
TQ. Relatively good agreement is observed between the Mirnov coils, diamagnetic
coil and analytical solutions. Second spike in negative direction is induced by CQ.
This phase cannot be represented by 2.8 model as EFIT reconstruction usually is
not available during CQ, and the knowledge of βp and elongation κ are required.

Figure 3.40: Net poloidal vessel currents measured by diamagnetic loop (blue
color) and Mirnov coil #8 in Ring A (red color). Left figure shows discharge
#18770 where comparison is done also with analytical solution using equation
2.9. All three signals reach approximately 5.3 kA during TQ. Right: the peak
poloidal net currents are plotted against predisruptive plasma current.
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3.3.3 Halo currents
Halo currents at COMPASS are measured primarily as a part of poloidal vessel
current. When flowing in the wall, they can be detected by toroidal Mirnov coils
the same way as the net poloidal eddy currents. Halo current exhibit quadratic
dependence on plasma current and inversed dependence on toroidal magnetic
field (as described in Section 2.2). The dependence is shown in Figure 3.41(left)
together with the halo current plotted against |QR80−20/Idisr

p | (right). The latter
plot was an attempt to investigate whether largest halo currents are observed
at slower quench rates as it is predicted for ITER [90] and as observed at JET
[51]. An opposite trend was reported at NSTX [54]. However, COMPASS data
does not clarify the difference between the two trends as only a narrow range of
QR80−20 is observed. This might be due to impurities coming from the carbon
PFCs and enhancing radiation.

Figure 3.41: Halo currents at their maximum Imax
halo with respect to (Idisr

p )2/Bt (left
figure). Halo currents at their maximum Imax

halo plotted against current quench rate
QR80−20 (right figure). Both parameters are normalised by Idisr

p

An important parameter of halo current is their extension in poloidal direction,
which affect distribution of the forces acting on the vacuum vessel. While many
machines (including COMPASS) are able to detect part of the halo width (e.g. by
Langmuir probes), a set of Mirnov coils allows measurement of the full poloidal
extension. This was used to validate a hypothesis that halo current density might
be limited by ion saturation current [81]. A special set of disruption with different
Ip was chosen for simultaneous analysis by Langmuir probes and Mirnov coils. It
was shown by Langmuir probes that the halo current density is reaching the ion
saturation current in these discharges. On the other hand, Mirnov coils provide
clear proof that the halo current grows at larger Ip (Figure 3.41). This implies
that the halo width has to increase at larger Ip (in agreement with equation
2.10). A result of this experiment is presented in Figure 3.42. A poloidal profile
of halo current was taken at an instant where it peaks in time. The obtained
profiles are averaged across several discharges having same Ip. The width at the
half magnitude of the poloidal profile is referred to as halo width. The Figure
3.42 shows 3 groups of disruptions with flat-top Ip equal to ∼ 100kA, ∼ 200kA
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and ∼ 300kA. The halo width gradually increasing with Ip as can be seen on
the right side of the Figure 3.42. At the same time, the maximum halo current
detected in the vessel is also increasing. Therefore, this is consistent with the
assumption of halo current density limitation.

Figure 3.42: Left: halo current poloidal profiles used to determination of halo
width. Right top: Halo width at FWHM is shown for discharges with flat-top
plasma current Ip ∼ 110kA, Ip ∼ 200kA and Ip ∼ 300kA. Halo width estimated
from the halo density according to 2.10 is shown by dashed blue line. Right
bottom: growth of halo current with Ip.

When designing a vacuum vessel of a tokamak all possible paths of halo current
should be considered. The COMPASS tokamak database includes several peculiar
discharges with elongated plasma moving towards LFS during disruption. This
are relatively rare occasions as usually time scale of the plasma current quench
is shorter than the decay of stabilizing vertical magnetic field and plasma should
be pushed to the HFS. However, in some case of hardware failure LFS directions
is also possible. En example is given in Figure 3.43. In this discharge hydraulic
system stopped the power supplies in the middle of the discharge. The power
supplies started to lower their currents with pre-programmed ramps. The central
solenoid created negative loop voltage and the plasma current started to decrease.
However, the vertical magnetic field decreased at a faster rate than the plasma
current resulting in a loss of radial stability and plasma column movement towards
LFS. In Figure 3.43 the radial movement towards LFS is observed until ∼ 1130.2
ms (red curve). Then the plasma drifts downward (blue curve) and Ip quenches.
Note that although the plasma reached LFS the edge safety factor q is still larger
than 2 an no current was transferred to the wall as can be seen from the toroidal
Mirnov coils data measuring poloidal vessel currents (Figure 3.43, right). Halo
currents appear only in the middle of the current quench (blue regions in Figure
3.43, right). Therefore, this type of disruption does not pose any threat to the
vacuum vessel structures on the LFS.
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Figure 3.43: LFS disruption in discharge #21510 when hydraulic system failed.
Left: EFIT reconstruction at the moment of plasma drift to the LFS. Middle:
EFIT reconstruction during drift towards the bottom of the vacuum vessel (be-
fore CQ). Right: poloidal vessel currents measured by toroidal Mirnov coils at 3
positions in the vacuum vessel. Localized currents up to ∼15 kA are observed in
the bottom part of the vacuum vessel.

Another type of LFS disruptions that needs to be considered occasionally oc-
curs during RE campaigns. It was shown that RE discharges have require special
care with respect to radial position control of circular plasma as the relativistic
centrifugal force of the RE beam pushes the plasma towards LFS and standard
feedback for the vertical magnetic field cannot cope with that effect [91]. In that
case it is possible that poloidal currents will be concentrated on the LFS as shown
in Figure 3.44. It depicts discharge #18876 where plasma is slowly drifting to-
wards LFS (red curve) until the start of Ip decay (black curve). Vertical position
of the plasma (blue curve) remains almost stable until the start of the current
quench, when plasma starts to slide downwards.

Figure 3.44: LFS disruption in discharge #18876 in RE campaign. Localized
poloidal currents up to ∼5 kA are observed in the vessel on the LFS.

3.4 Asymmetrical disruptions

3.4.1 Plasma current asymmetry
It was observed that Ip measured at different toroidal positions tend to have
substantially different waveforms and magnitudes ( 3.46), similarly as at JET
[92]. First description of Ip asymmetries at COMPASS were reported in ([68]).
This section extends previous investigations taking into account 5 toroidal mea-
surements of Ip (instead of only 3 used before). In addition to this, rotation of
the asymmetry is considered. Finally, relation to halo current measurement is
provided.

Primary measurement of Ip is provided by Rogowski coil (Section 3.1). Ro-
gowski coil data complimented by IPR coils and Mirnov coils measurement pro-
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Figure 3.45: Preprocessing of Ip for asymmetry calculation. Ip measured by
Rogowski coil (red curve) and reconstructed by IPR coils (blue curve), Mirnov
coils Ring A (green curve), Ring B (cyan curve) and Ring C (magenta curve). Top:
original signals without treatment. Middle: Ip offset after disruption is removed.
Bottom: Ip curves are normalized to match Rogowski coil measurement

vides knowledge of Ip at 5 toroidal positions, 4 of which are orthogonal. An
example of 5 measurements of Ip is shown in Figure 3.45 (top). It can be noted
that the curves deviate from each other. However, before proceeding with deter-
mination of Icoil

p asymmetry it is necessary to perform pre-processing of Ip signals
to normalize reconstructed Ip to the value measure by Rogowski coil IRog

p (which
is assumed to be a primary reference measurement). At a first step, any offsets
are removed from Ip signal. It is done by subtracting average value of the plasma
current < Ip > in the 0.5 ms interval starting 1 ms after Ip dropped to zero
(Figure 3.45, middle). In the second step Icoil

p is normalised to IRog
p using the

following coefficients:

Kcoil
asym =

< IRog
p >

< Icoil
p >

(3.16)

where averaging is performed in the interval of 0.5 ms starting from 1 ms before
the CQ. The resulting normalized signal Icoil

pnorm = Kcoil
asym · Icoil

p is shown in Figure
3.45 (bottom)

Assuming that 3D deformation of the plasma can be represented as m/n = 1/1
kink mode, the plasma current asymmetry can be described as a sine function:

Imodel
p (ϕ) = X0 + X1sin(ϕ + X2) (3.17)

where ϕ is the toroidal angle of the measurement location. The angle is counted
from Rogowski coil (ϕ = 0◦) counter-clockwise (Mirnov coils Ring B at ϕ = 45◦,
Ring C at ϕ = 90◦, IPR at ϕ = 180◦ and Mirnov coils Ring A at ϕ = 225◦).
The magnitude of the asymmetry is determined using the least square method
minimizing the difference between the Imodel

p (ϕ) and the measured Ip:

min
5∑
i

(Imodel
p (ϕi) − Ip(ϕi))2 (3.18)
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Peak to peak magnitude of Imodel
p (ϕ) is referred to as asymmetry magnitude

Iasym
p and is determined at every time instant during τCQ ± 1ms. Normalized

asymmetry magnitude is defined as the ratio between the asymmetry magnitude
and predisruptive plasma current expressed in %:

Aasym
p = |

Iasym
p

Idisr
p

| · 100% (3.19)

Asymmetry window ∆T is defined as the interval where the asymmetry magni-
tude in non-negligible, namely Aasym

p > 2%. For simplification of the processing
the asymmetry magnitude is then set to zero where this condition is not satisfied.
During disruptions the electromagnetic forces acting on the vacuum vessel are
affected not only by the magnitude of the asymmetry, but also by its duration.
Therefore, a time integrated asymmetry (measured in ms) is introduced:

A =
∫

∆T

Aasym
p

100% dt (3.20)

The asymmetry can be locked on a certain position in the vacuum vessel or
rotate toroidally. The number of rotation the asymmetry does and its frequency
are determined using the phase of the fitted Imodel

p (ϕ) function:

Nturn = ϕmax − ϕmin

2π

f = Nturn

∆T
(3.21)

where ϕmax and ϕmin are maximum and minimum phases of Imodel
p (ϕ) during

∆T . Disruptions having N > 1 are referred to as rotating and N ≤ 1 - locked
or standing. Examples of asymmetrical disruptions (rotating and standing) are
shown in Figure 3.46. The left side of the Figure 3.46 represents a rotating
disruption. The asymmetry window ∆T where Aasym

p > 2% is marked by yellow
area with Aasym

p reaching ∼ 8%. The rotation can be clearly seen when com-
paring Ip measured in opposite toroidal positions: ∆Ip = IMC−B

p − IMC−B
p or

∆Ip = IRog
p − IIP R

p . Strongly varying ∆Ip that changes sign indicates rotational
asymmetry (Figure 3.46, bottom left). The right sight of the Figure 3.46 rep-
resents standing asymmetry. While that while ∆Ip is larger than in the previous
case, it does not change its sign, hence indicating standing or slowly rotating
asymmetry.

About 87 % of disruptions at COMPASS are asymmetrical. The data collected
over the period of June 2017 - October 2020 and includes ∼ 800 asymmetrical
disruptions. Asymmetries are observed in all types of disruptions (major and hot
VDEs) as well as in all directions (upward, downward and HFS). Time-integrated
asymmetries at COMPASS are presented in Figure 3.47 and asymmetry mag-
nitudes normalized to predisruptive plasma currents are shown in Figure 3.48.
While previously reported asymmetries [68] reached 20 % at maximum, newly
inspected discharges exhibit also larger values. This is due to ramp-down and
RE discharges included in the current database. Longer Ip decay is beneficial
for asymmetry developments. However, note that largest values up to 50 % are
observed at very low Ip < 100 kA and do not pose significan threat in terms of
electromagnetic loads.
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Figure 3.46: Left: rotational asymmetry during #14831 discharge. Right:
standing asymmetry during #14858 discharge. From top to bottom: Ip mea-
sured at 5 toroidal positions; asymmetry magnitude Aasym

p trimmed at values
< 2%; asymmetry phase; plasma current difference at opposite toroidal positions
∆Ip = IMC−B

p − IMC−B
p and ∆Ip = IRog

p − IIP R
p

Figure 3.47: Time-integrated asymmetry A with respect to predisruptive plasma
current Idisr

p . Directions of disruption are indicated by red color (downward),
blue color (upward) and green color (HFS).
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Figure 3.48: Normalised plasma current asymmetry magnitude Iasym
p /Idisr

p with
respect to predisruptive plasma current Idisr

p . Directions of disruption are indi-
cated by red color (downward), blue color (upward) and green color (HFS).

Figure 3.49: Frequency of asymmetry rotation with respect to the average value
of Iasym

p . Left: JET results reported in [93] (figure by S.N. Gerasimov, CCFE,
UK); Right: COMPASS data: upward disruptions are indicated by blue dots,
downward disruptions - by red dots and HFS disruptions - by green dots.

The asymmetries at COMPASS rotate both in clockwise and counter-clockwise
directions with a wide variety of frequencies. Positive frequencies correspond to
anticlockwise direction of rotation, while negative frequencies indicated clockwise
direction. It is observed both at JET [93] and at COMPASS that the rotational
frequencies decrease at larger asymmetry magnitude. This is important for reso-
nance avoidance, when the asymmetry frequency might coincide with the natural
frequency of the vessel.

3.4.2 Halo current asymmetry
As the majority of disruptions at COMPASS are asymmetrical, this is manifested
not only in Ip variation at different toroidal locations, but halo currents also
undergo asymmetry. Toroidal peaking factor of halo current asymmetry can be
roughly estimated using toroidal Mirnov coils. Note that Mirnov coils provide a
very localised measurement in terms of toroidal direction. Therefore, the phase
of the halo current plays a significant role and might lead to underestimation of
TPF. 489 downward disruptions were used to determine TPF with Mirnov coils
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#18 in Rings A, B and C. This coil was chosen as it is located in the region of
the plasma-wall contact during downward disruptions. In addition to this it is
one of the most robust coils after numerical integration (close to zero parasitic
offset after disruption). TPF was calculated according to 2.13 at the peak of
halo current sum across all rings of Mirnov coils: max(IA

halo + IB
halo + IC

halo). TPF
at COMPASS reach 2 at maximum while the halo fraction varies from 3 % tp
25 %. This is slightly lower compared to previously reported TPF up to 3 at
COMPASS-D (as shown in Figure 2.4). However, it falls in line with other
machines being closer to JET and MAST. No data points were found beyond
ITPA boundary F · TPF = 0.7.

Figure 3.50: Toroidal peaking factor with respect to halo fraction F = Imax
halo

Idisr
p

.
ITPA limit of F · TPF = 0.7 is marked by a dotted black line.

If the plasma asymmetry is represented as a m/n = 1/1 kink mode then it is
natural to expect, that large asymmetries of Ip should correlate with larger TPF.
This is due to plasma current transfer to the wall in the form of halo current.
This tendency is depicted in Figure 3.52, where largest TPF tend to occur at
larger asymmetry magnitudes Aasym

p as well as time-integrated values A.
An attempt has been made to relate directly the halo currents asymmetry and

the plasma current asymmetry when measured in two opposite toroidal positions.
It is expected that when part of Ip flows into the wall it gives rise to vessel
currents in that position. Therefore, at given toroidal position the larger Ip

should be accompanied by smaller halo current and vice versa. And example
of such a case is shown in Figure 3.53 where the difference IringA

vessel − IringB
vessel is

depicted together with IringA
p − IringB

p . It can be seen that their time evolution
is in counter-phase with respect to each other. While this supports the idea
that halo current asymmetry and Ip asymmetry should be directly related, there
are only few discharges that clearly show similar trend. The difficulty in data
interpretation is connected with the phase of the asymmetry. Largest values of
IringA

vessel − IringB
vessel and IringA

p − IringB
p can be observed only when the plasma column

is tilted in the direction of Ring A or B (assuming m/n = 1/1 kink mode).
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Figure 3.51: TPF with respect to current quench rate QR80−20. All disruption
directions are included. RE discharges are taken into account.

Figure 3.52: TPF with respect to plasma current asymmetry magnitude (left)
and time-integrated value (right)

Figure 3.53: Halo current asymmetry with respect to the plasma current asym-
metry in two toroidally opposite position. Discharge #18765 with downward
disruption. Top: Ip measured by two toroidally opposite Mirnov coils Rings A
and B. Middle: Poloidal vessel current during disruption measured by Mirnov coil
#18 in Rings A and B. Bottom: Difference between the poloidal vessel currents
and difference between the plasma currents measured in two opposite positions
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3.5 Asymmetric Toroidal Eddy Currents
In addition to the vessel currents described in the previous Sections it is important
to take into account PFCs and their effect on vessel current spatial distribution.
Asymmetric Toroidal Eddy Currents model (ATEC) [94] suggests that toroidal
eddy current might create a parallel circuit flowing from the vacuum vessel to the
PFCs and short-circuiting the gaps between the PFCs. A schematic representa-
tion of ATEC model is shown in Figure 3.54. It depicts a toroidal section of
JET vacuum vessel with dump plates. Upon plasma-wall contact part of toroidal
eddy current (represented by green arrows) flows along the plates bridging the
gaps between them. This phenomenon has two major consequences related to the
electromagnetic loads and magnetic diagnostics operation. Firstly, the vertical
component of the eddy current (when making its path from the vessel to the
plate) will be coupled with toroidal magnetic field creating additional forces on
the plates connections to the vessel. Secondly, magnetic pick-up coils (measuring
poloidal magnetic field variation) placed behind the plates or the gaps between
them will experience parasitic magnetic field contribution originated from the
eddy currents. This effect can be illustrated by the coils #1 and #2 shown in
Figure 3.54. Should these coils be used for Ip measurement, the coil #1 will pick
up only the poloidal magnetic field variation induced by Ip. However, the coil
#2 will detect both Ip and part of the eddy current leading to spurious signal.
All in all, ATEC model predicts modified eddy currents path that has not been
taken into account while estimating electromagnetic forces on the vacuum vessel
or measuring Ip with magnetic diagnostics.

Figure 3.54: Schematic of the eddy current path according to ATEC model (mod-
ified Figure 2 in [94]). Toroidal section of the vacuum vessel with the dump plates
is shown. Plasma is in contact with the plates on the left side of the schematic.
Eddy currents (green arrows) are flowing toroidally in the vacuum vessel, while
their fraction flows into the plates and through the gaps between them creating
a parallel circuit. Possible positioning of magnetic pick-up coils is represented by
red squares. The coil #1 detects poloidal filed variation induced by Ip, while the
coil #2 experiences parasitic poloidal field from the eddy current flowing in the
dump plates.

A first attempt of ATEC model experimental validation was done at the
COMPASS tokamak in collaboration with ITER Organization under the ser-
vice contracts ITER/18/CT/4300001652 and IO/20/CT/4300002104 covering
the period of 21.03.2018 – 21.12.2019 and 13.05.2019 – 13.05.2020, respectively.
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The author of this thesis contributed to conduction of experiments and data anal-
ysis. The author was also responsible for preparation of deliverable report on the
hardware installation and experimental results interpretation. This Section sum-
marizes the obtained results.

The aim of the experiments was to determine whether part of the vessel eddy
current is transferred to the divertor tiles and flows in toroidal direction through
the gaps between the tiles. Two special divertor tiles were installed in COMPASS
allowing direct measurement of the current flow from the plasma to the divertor
(halo current). The tiles are positioned 135◦ apart toroidally (Figure 3.55). Each
tile consists of several graphite segments mounted on the insulating Boron-Nitride
backplate. While there is a number of segments in poloidal direction, some of the
segments have a small gap making two toroidally separated pieces. Each segments
is connected to a cable leading outside of the vacuum vessel, where it is grounded
on the vessel port. Current flow from the plasma to the tile’s segment and then
to the vacuum vessel through the cable is detected by commercial Rogowski coils
(Algodue MFC150) located outside of the vacuum vessel. Assuming uniform halo
current flow to toroidally neighbouring segments with a gap, it is expected that
both segments will measure identical current magnitude. Any deviation can be
attributed to short-circuiting of the gaps and additional contribution due to eddy
currents modified path. The experiment analysis relies on comparing the current
flows to the segments with a gap and relating them to eddy current and halo
currents paths.

Figure 3.55: Special divertor tiles toroidal position location in the COMPASS
tokamak vacuum vessel. The tiles are separated by 135◦. Accompanying diag-
nostics are indicated as follows: full Rogowski coil – Rogowski; Mirnov coils (24
coils each ring, cover full poloidal cross section) - MC A, MC B, MC C; Lang-
muir divertor probes – LP.

The experiment consisted of two phases with different tiles design (shown in
Figure 3.56). During the first phase each tile had only one toroidally split segment
(referred to as left and right segment, respectively) - Figure 3.56 (a). The two
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tiles differ by the gap between their segments as well as to the neighbouring tiles.
The tile #1 had 2.5 mm toroidal gap between the segments and larger gap to
the neighbours (7.7-13 mm depending on the poloidal angle). The tile #2 had
10 mm and 2 mm gaps, respectively. The purpose of different gaps sizes was to
investigate, whether it will improve or degrade possible short-circuiting. In the
second phase the tiles design was revised and the number of split segments was
increased to 6, forming 3 pairs of segments for investigation (Figure 3.56, b).
The difference between the two phases of experiments are summarised in Table
3.4.

Figure 3.56: Special divertor tiles. Terminology: The investigation focuses on
3 pairs of toroidally split segments labelled as HFS, Middle and LFS segments
respectively. The segments of each pair are called “Left” and “Right” (when
looking from the top in the direction from the low field side LFS to the high field
side HFS). Tile #1 and Tile #2 have identical gaps between the segments (2.5
mm) and to the neighboring standard divertor tiles (varies in 7.7 - 13.2 mm range
depending on poloidal angle). The main difference between the tiles lies in cable
leading. Tile #1 has its cables led through the feedthrough on the LFS, while
tile #1 uses HFS feedthrough.

The positioning of the Rogowski coil on the cables outside of the vacuum
vessel allowed several modifications of tile’s segments connection. They are rep-
resented schematically represented in Figure 3.57 (a). Standard default configu-
ration is grounded, meaning that the cables from the segments are connected to
the vacuum vessel from the outside. Some of the segments can be disconnected
completely. While the disconnected segments do not produce any measurement,
they might affect the neighbouring segments. Floating configuration comprises
the toroidally split segments connected to each other, while there is no electrical
connection to the vacuum vessel. In the second phase of the experiments with
revised tiles design an additional connection configuration was possible. The so-
called cross-floating configuration uses similar principle as the floating one, but
the segments from different poloidal angles are connected so each other. Each
configuration explores various possible eddy currents paths and contributes to
ATEC model understanding. The configurations of different pairs of toroidally
split segments are independent and could be changed between individual dis-
charges. This allowed investigation of different segments connection during one
experimental session. The connection of the tiles and the measuring Rogowski
coils outside of the vacuum vessel are shown in Figure 3.58. Each yellow-green
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cable leads to one of the tile’s segments. The length of the cables was kept as short
as possible to minimise inductance affect. Rogowski coils (yellow) was fixed in a
position to minimize pick up from toroidal magnetic field and to avoid variations
of the PF cross-talks at different discharges.

Figure 3.57: Schematic representation of experiment configurations. (a) Toroidal
cross-section of toroidally split measuring segments are shown. Grounded mode
(green): tile segment is connected to the VV outside of the chamber. Floating
mode (blue): Left and right tile’s segments are connected to each other and there
is no connection to the vacuum vessel. Disconnected mode: cable leading from
the tile segment is disconnected (the segment is fully floating). Left and right
segments can be disconnected independently from each other. (b) Cross-floating
mode. LFS Left segment is connected to Middle Right segment. LFS Right
segment is connected to Middle Left segment. This option is not applicable to
HFS segments.

Only downward VDEs discharges are of interest for these experiments. This
is due to requirement of ATEC model that the gaps between PFCs can be short-
circuited upon the contact with the plasma. It is possible to pre-programm
direction of disruption at COMPASS using MARTe real-time plasma control sys-
tem, which creates sudden vertical position shift emulating VDE in a requested
direction. Therefore, the experiments included mainly discharges with forced
downward VDEs, as the divertor with the special tiles is located in the bottom
part of the COMPASS vacuum vessel. Several upward discharges and a vacuum
discharge were also done as a preparation for the main experiments. This is to
ensure an absence of large cross-talks with PF coils and absence of current flows
to the tile when there is no contact with the plasma.

The experimental campaign plan aimed to repeat discharges with same re-
quested plasma parameters varying only Ip flat-top magnitudes and directions
of Ip and Bt. This was done to collect significant statistics and allow consis-
tent comparison of different discharges. In addition to this, configurations of the
segments connection were change throughout the experiments. The first phase
of experiments contained 102 discharges and the second phase comprises 37 dis-
charges. As a result, only about 5 discharges were obtained per each experimental
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configuration. Additional information was collected during unintentional disrup-
tions, as the special divertor tiles were left in the vacuum vessel until the end of
COMPASS operation. Only grounded configuration of the segments was allowed
during other experimental campaigns.

Phase 1 Phase 2
Non-identical
tiles design

Identical
tiles design

Only one pair
of split segments

LFS

3 pairs
of split segments

HFS, Middle, LFS
102 dedicated disruptions 37 dedicated disruptions

connection configurations:
grounded, disconnected, floating

connection configurations:
grounded, disconnected, floating

+ cross-floating
Ip=110, 190, 235, 275, 300 kA Ip=300 kA

Ip and Bt

direction change
Ip

direction change
additional diagnostics:

one set of Langmuir probes
one fast visible camera

additional diagnostics:
two sets of Langmuir probes

two fast visible cameras

Table 3.4: Summary of two phases of ATEC validation experiments

An example of the first phase experiments results is shown in Figure 3.59.
The segments of the main interest are toroidally split. They are labelled as Left
and Right and are indicated by blue and red colors, respectively (Figure 3.59, a).
The remaining segments also measure the current flows, but absolute values of
the signals cannot be directly compared, as the segments have different collecting
areas. It is worth noting that positive signal corresponds to halo current flowing
from the plasma to the segment, while negative signal corresponds to the current
flow direction from the segment to the plasma. However, what can be notice is
that the sign of the current flow is opposite on the HFS and the LFS. Therefore,
it can be seen, that in discharge shown in Figure 3.61 the halo current flows
into the vessel on the HFS and flows out on the LFS. As it was noted in Section
2.2, the halo current direction depends only on Bt and not on Ip. The observed
halo current flow is consistent with the standard direction of Bt at COMPASS
(counter clockwise).

Several interesting observations have been made when studying a disruption
with the segments in grounded mode (Figure 3.59). Current flow magnitudes
up to 1.5 kA are detected at LFS split segments at flattop Ip around 300 kA.
Note significant difference between the maximum current flows at tile #1 and
tile #2 (up to ∼1 kA and ∼1.5 kA, respectively). In addition to this, tile #1 has
substantial current flow asymmetry between its own neighbouring segments. Left
segment reaches ∼0.5 kA, while Right segment has almost twice higher current
flow magnitude ∼1 kA. It is assumed that the halo current flow to the toroidally
neighbouring segments should be uniform. Therefore, no significant difference
is expected between the current flows to Left and Right segments. The con-
tradiction between this expectation and the observed results defined subsequent
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Figure 3.58: Connection of the special divertor tiles segments in grounded con-
figuration.

experimental campaign strategy. The aim was to find the origin of the asymmetry
between Left and Right segments and its relation to ATEC model.

Several hypotheses were proposed to explain the Left-Right segments asym-
metrical current flow:

• Eddy currents flowing through the gaps between the divertor tiles and in-
creasing/decreasing the current flow of one of the segments.

• Non-uniform halo current flow due to shadowing by the neighbouring in-
vessel structures.

• Non-uniform halo current flow due to misalignment of the segments.

• Non-uniform halo current due to measurement near the contact point.

It was shown that the contact point of the plasma (where poloidal magnetic
field approaches zero) is located in the area of the toroidally split segments. This
violates the main assumption of symmetric halo current flow to the segments.
The halo current enters the plasma on the HFS from the contact point and exits
the plasma on the LFS of the contact point, creating uncertainty in halo current
flow measurement. The position of the contact point was tracked by divertor
Langmuir probes (general reference) (Figure 3.60).

In addition to this tile #1 was positioned next to a divertor tile designed for
infrared (IR) thermography. The IR tile has a rooftop shape and it was suspected
that it could shadow the neighbouring tiles. Therefore, the halo current flow to
the tile #1 could become non-uniform creating the asymmetry between Left and
Right segments.

Another hypothesis to consider was possible misalignment of the segments
during installation. Halo current flow to the segment depends on the angle be-
tween incident magnetic field lines and the collecting surface. The measurement
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Figure 3.59: Special divertor tiles in the first phase of experiments. (a) Tile #1
(b) Tile #2 (c) Top: plasma vertical position Z (blue curve) and the plasma
current Ip. Middle: current flows measured by tile #1. Blue curve - left segment.
Red curve - right segment. Bottom: current flows measured by tile #2. Blue
curve - left segment. Red curve - right segment.

becomes more sensitive to the surface alignment at the shallow incident angles of
the magnetic field line. This is the case in the vicinity of the contact point.

All in all, the tiles design in the first phase of the experiments was not efficient
for data interpretation mainly due to the contact point present on its surface. In
addition to this, the behaviour of tile #1 and tile #2 was not consistent. While
tile #1 exhibited significant current flow asymmetries between its Left and Right
segments, tile #2 remained almost symmetrical. These led to reconsideration of
the experimental strategy and proposal of newly designed tiles installation.

A revised tiles’ design aimed to eliminate the effect of the contact point (Figure
3.56, b). The new design includes two identical segmentation of the tiles with the
gaps of the same sizes (allowing easier comparison between the tiles). Each tile has
8 segments, 6 of them are making toroidally split pairs (HFS, Middle and LFS).
Segments in each pair are referred to as Left and Right. While Middle segments
are still significantly affected by the contact point presence, the investigation
focuses on HFS and LFS segments.

In addition to the tiles’ design revision, the IR divertor tile was replaced by a
standard tile having plain surface. This was done to eliminate possible shadowing.
Additional fast visible camera was put into operation to allow observation of both
special divertor tiles. The cameras settings were adjusted to allow observation
of disruptions (usually camera frames are saturated in that region). The data
from the fast visible cameras was provided by Jordan Cavalier (IPP CAS). Two
toroidally separated arrays of Langmuir probes were set in a special grounded
to detect densities of the current flows from the plasma. The work related to
Langmuir probes was done by Jiri Adamek (IPP CAS), Miglena Dimitrova (IPP
CAS) and Jordan Cavalier (IPP CAS).

A typical measurement in grounded configuration is presented in Figure 3.61.
Current flow magnitudes up to 1 kA are detected for a discharge with flattop Ip

around 300 kA. It is assumed, that the halo current flow further from the contact
point should be uniform resulting in equal signals to Left and Right toroidally
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Figure 3.60: Currents measured by an array of divertor Langmuir probe in
grounded mode. Respective position of the special divertor tiles segments (phase
1 and phase 2 designs) are shown on the left side. Change of the current sign
corresponds to the contact point position. The contact point is observed in the
area of toroidally split segment in phase 1 design. In phase 2 design the contact
point falls onto the Middle segments area. Credits: the Langmuir probes mea-
surements were performed and the figure was created by Jiri Adamek (IPP CAS).

split segments. However, the majority of discharges in the experimental campaign
exhibit significant asymmetry between the segments in each pair - LFS, Middle
and HFS. Only HFS and LFS pairs of segments are considered further as they
are located further from the contact point.

Figure 3.61: Divertor tiles’ segments in grounded configuration (tile #1 on the
left and tile #2 on the right) during disruption in #20807. HFS, middle and LFS
segments are shown in the top, middle and bottom figures, respectively.

The tile #1 has largest asymmetries observe at the LFS, while HFS segments
tend to have more symmetric current flow. The opposite is observed at the tile
#1, where LFS segments exhibit more symmetrical current flow compared to the
HFS. The symmetry detected at the peak of the halo flow is shown in Figure
3.62. Each tile has consistent behaviour throughout a number of disruptions
with standard Ip and Bt directions and different plat-top Ip magnitudes. It can
be noted, that on the LFS Left segment almost always has larger magnitude
compared to Right segment. The opposite trend is observed on the HFS, where
Right segment tend to dominate.
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Figure 3.62: Instant current flows toward special divertor tiles at its maximum
value. All segments are in grounded configuration. Discharges with various
plasma currents are included. First 3 discharges (highlighted in green) belong
to dedicated VDE campaigns (#20806- 20808), while the rest are unintentional
disruptions (#20726, 20729, 20730, 20732- 20734, 20737, 20738, 20740, 20749,
20751, 20752, 20757, 20836, 20837, 20839, 20840, 20841, 20843, 20844, 20846,
20847, 20853, 20855, 20897, 20900, 20961- 20964, 20968, 20971).

Figure 3.63: ITER halo eddy combination

The main hypothesis to explaine the described asymmetry considers combi-
nation of halo and eddy currents detected by the toroidally split segments. The
proposed principle is illustrated in Figure 3.63. The Figure depicts toroidal sec-
tion of the vacuum vessel with the special divertor tile having a gap between its
segments (central tile in the Figure). The neighbouring tiles to the left and to
the right are standard divertor tiles, meaning that they are electrically connected
to the vacuum vessel inside the chamber, while the special tile has Boron-Nitride
isolation layer. The section in Figure 3.63 shows the LFS segments viewed from
the LFS of the vessel as an example, although the same principle can be applied
to the Middle and HFS segments. The halo current on the LFS from the contact
point flows from the vacuum vessel to the plasma (out of the tiles - red arrows
in Figure 3.63) at the standard counter-clockwise direction of Bt. The toroidal
eddy current during CQ flows in co-Ip direction (black arrows in Figure 3.63).
Assuming that the plasma penetrates more the larger gaps on the sides of the
special divertor tile enhancing the conductivity of the gaps the path of the eddy
current will lead to the asymmetry between the split segments. The Left segment
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will detect a sum of the halo and the eddy currents IL = IHalo + IEdyy, while
the Right segment will detect the difference IR = IHalo + IEdyy (Figure 3.63,
a). Note that on the HFS from the contact point the halo current flows from
the plasma to the tiles (equivalent to Figure 3.63, c), hence IL = IEdyy − IHalo

and IR = IHalo + IEdyy. The combination of the currents changes as IHalo and
IEdyy change sign with Bt and Ip direction, respectively (Figure 3.63, b and
d). The described approach suggest the following relation between the currents
magnitudes detected by the Left and Right segments:

- LFS segments HFS segments
Standard Ip and standard Bt (Figure 3.63, a) IL > IR IL < IR

Reversed Ip and standard Bt (Figure 3.63, b) IL < IR IL > IR

Standard Ip and reversed Bt (Figure 3.63, c) IL < IR IL > IR

Reversed Ip and reversed Bt (Figure 3.63, d) IL > IR IL > IR

Table 3.5: Relation between Left and Right segments’ currents magnitudes

An example of the Left and the Right segments relation change with Ip reversal
is illustrated in Figure 3.64 for the tile #1. The current magnitudes of the Left
segment on the LFS tend to be larger compared to the Right segment. The
ratio reverses after Ip direction is switched from counter-clockwise to clockwise.
An opposite trend is observed on the HFS as the halo current flows into the
tiles there. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that the gaps are
short-circuited and the eddy current contributes to the segments measurements.

Figure 3.64: Current flows time evolution. Blue curve: current measured by the
Left segment of the tile; red curve: current measured by the Right segment of
the tile. Significant asymmetry between left and right segments measurements is
observed. (a) Tile #1 standard Ip (# 20806, 20807, 20808) (b) Tile #1 reversed
Ip (# 21004, 21005, 21006)

So-called floating configuration aim to investigate current flows behaviour
when the Left and the Right segments are connected to each other, while there
is no connection to the vacuum vessel at any point. Short-circuiting of the gaps
should result into current flowing between the segments in co-Ip direction at
standard Ip and in counter-Ip direction at reversed Ip. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 3.65, where the signals from the Left segments of the tile #1 and the tile
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Segment
Standard Ip Reversed Ip

tile #1 tile #2 tile #1 tile #2
HFS Co-Ip Co-Ip Co-Ip Co-Ip

Middle not clear Counter-Ip not clear Co-Ip

LFS Co-Ip Counter- then co-Ip not clear Counter- then co-Ip

Table 3.6: Positions of toroidal-ϕ, poloidal-θ and radial-R Mirnov coils.

#2 are shown. Note that since the Left and the Right segments are connected to
each other, the currents that they measure have same magnitude, but opposite
signs.

Figure 3.65: Current flows in floating configuration for the tile #1 (a) and the
tile #2 (b). Only Left segment signal is shown for simplicity (the Right segment
measures same current with different sign). Magenta curve corresponds to stan-
dard Ip direction, black curve - reversed Ip direction. Negative signal correspond
to the current flowing towards the segment.

Figure 3.66: Current flows in cross-floating configuration for the tile #1 (a) and
the tile #2 (b). Only LFS Left segment signal is shown for simplicity (the Right
Middle segment measures same current with different sign). Magenta curve cor-
responds to standard Ip direction, black curve - reversed Ip direction. Negative
signal correspond to the current flowing towards the segment.

A modification of floating configuration referred to as cross-floating is shown
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in Figure 3.57 (b). In this case, the halo currents are expected to flow from
the Middle segments towards the LFS. On the other hand, the eddy currents
should flow from the Right to the Left segments (at standard Ip and Bt). In the
absence of eddy currents contribution the currents measured between both pairs
of connected segments should be equal. However, eddy currents flowing through
the gaps (as ATEC predicts) will give rise to the Left LFS segment signal, while
decreasing the Left Middle segment signal. The resulting signals are shown in
Figure 3.66. The described ratio reverses upon the change of Ip direction. The
effect is more pronounced at the tile #1, while no clear dependence can be seen
at the tile #2. This might be due to closeness of the Middle segment and the
contact point of the plasma.

While grounded, floating and cross-floating configurations indicated that there
is a short-circuiting of the gaps between the divertor tiles there were other hy-
potheses that had to be eliminated for better understanding of the measured
current flows. This was done with the help of additional diagnostics such as two
fast visible cameras (references)(Figure 3.70) and two sets of divertor Lagmuir
probes at different toroidal positions.

Some sparks were observed in the gaps between the segments (Figure 3.67),
which could be attributed to arcing. This concern was also raised after inspecting
the segments state when they were dismounted from the vacuum vessel. The
sides of some segments had groups of small burns as can be seen in Figure 3.68.
However, not all of the segments exhibited sparks or traces of burns on the sides
and no direct correlation was found with the consistently observed asymmetry
between the Left and the Right segments.

Figure 3.67: Two fast visible cameras’ frames observing tile #1 (left) and tile #2
(right) during disruption. Sparks are observed in the gaps between the segments.

Figure 3.68: A standard divertor tile neighbouring special divertor tile #2 from
the left side (when looking from the top). The standard divertor tile was dis-
mounted after the dedicated VDE experiments. It exhibits traces of burns on the
edges.

In addition two this, toroidal asymmetry of the plasma should be considered.
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As it was described in Section 3.4, the majority of disruptions at COMPASS
undergo large toroidal asymmetry resulting in a vertical tilt or/and radial shift
of the plasma column. In certain discharges it can be also visibly observed by the
fast cameras (as in Figure 3.70). The asymmetry might affect the positioning of
the plasma contact point. This effect can be indicated by the two sets of Lagmuir
probes separated toroidally and located in the vicinity of the special divertor
tiles. Each set of the probes regularly measure plasma floating potential. The
change of sign of the floating potential corresponds to the contact point position.
Figure 3.69 shows the sign of the floating potential and approximate position of
the contact point with respect to the special divertor tiles positions. It can be
seen that at the toroidal position closer to the tile #1 the contact point lies closer
to the LFS, while near the tile #2 the contact point is shifted closer to the HFS.
This might explain the different magnitudes of the current flows to the tile #1
and the tile #2 (due to different halo current density).

Figure 3.69: Left: contact point position during disruption estimated with two
sets of Langmuir probes at different toroidal positions. Right: current flows to
the special divertor tiles that are located in the vicinity of the Langmuir probes
(tile #1 in the top and tile #2 in the bottom).

To summarise, two phases of experiments at the COMPASS tokamak pro-
vided a substantial ground for ATEC model validation. The current flows from
the plasma to the two specifically designed divertor tiles were successfully mea-
sured. Additional diagnostics such as magnetics, Langmuir probes and fast visible
cameras were available. It was noted that the detected current flows varied sig-
nificantly from discharge to discharge with similar plasma parameters. Although
tile #1 and tile #2 behaved differently, each of them individually exhibited con-
sistent trends throughout the experiments. The revised tiles design allowed more
extensive investigation thank to three pairs of measuring segments. The HFS and
LFS segments are located far from plasma-wall contact point and are assumed to
collect symmetric halo current flow. The following conclusions were made based
on the current flows measurements with the revised tiles design:

• The gap size between the tile’s segments and to the neighbouring tiles did
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not affect the measurements. This was based on tile #2 measurements that
showed similar results in the first and second phases of the experiments,
although its design and gap sizes had changed.

• The asymmetry between the segments is not cause by shadowing from the
neighbouring in-vessel structures. Tile #1 continued exhibiting asymmet-
rical behaviour even when the neighbouring IR tile (possible cause of the
shadow) was removed.

• The asymmetry between the segments cannot be caused purely by their
misalignment. While small tilt of the tiles could cause halo current flow
asymmetry near the contact point, it does not play role on the LFS and
HFS segments.

• Asymmetry between Left and Right segments in grounded configuration de-
pend on Ip and Bt direction. This is consistent with ATEC model. However,
some outliers were observed.

• The two tiles exhibit different trends: while tile #1 shows larger asymme-
tries on the LFS, tile #2 shows them in the HFS. This might be explained
by major toroidal asymmetry of disruptions and shift of the contact point
closer to the LFS in case of tile #1.

• Significant currents measured at floating configuration support ATEC model.
This current also depends on Ip direction, although not all pairs of segments
are consistent with ATEC predictions (the current should be always in co-Ip

direction). This might be due to toroidal vessel currents changing their sign
when transiting from the phase of vertical displacement to current quench.

• Cross-floating configuration showed that the tiles detect primarily the halo
currents. However, an asymmetry is also observed on cross-floating con-
figuration. The asymmetry dependence on Ip direction is consistent with
ATEC model predictions.

Figure 3.70: Two fast visible cameras’ frames observing tile #1 (left) and tile #2
(right) during disruption in discharge #20105
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Conclusion
Disruptions pose a severe threat to sustainable operation of tokamak devices.
Investigation of electromagnetic loads during disruptions and underlying physical
processes is a fundamental problem for design of the vacuum vessel that is able
to withstand disruptions. Therefore, characteristic features of the current quench
and related vessel currents need to be explored.

The COMPASS tokamak operated from 2008 to 2021 and provided an ex-
tensive disruption database consisting of ∼7000 entries. The thesis provides an
overview of disruption characteristics at COMPASS. The work focuses on the fi-
nal stages of disruption such as vertical displacement and plasma current quench.
Special attention is given to the currents induced in the vacuum vessel during
disruptions.

Section 1.1 gives an overview of disruption causes, phases and consequences.
In section 2.2 the main sources of electromagnetic loads during disruptions are
described. It was pointed out that each phase of disruption, such as plasma col-
umn motion, thermal quench and current quench induces poloidal and toroidal
vessel currents that might by localized poloidally and also exhibit toroidal asym-
metry.

The main results of this work are presented in chapter 3. It starts with an
overview of the COMPASS disruption database which comprises disruptions in
circular plasma, hot VDEs, major disruptions as well as minor disruptions at a
large variety of plasma parameters. It was noted that time of vertical displace-
ment during major disruptions is comparable to the plasma current quench time,
which is an uncommon feature among other machines.

Section 3.1 gives a comprehensive description of magnetic diagnostics used in
disruption investigation. It major advantage is capability to measure plasma cur-
rent and local vessel currents in several toroidal positions. This allowed studies of
3D deformations of the plasma during disruptions which are manifested in plasma
current toroidal asymmetries. This phenomenon requires precise measurement of
Ip. Significant part of this thesis was devoted to modification of the data acquisi-
tion system and post-processing of the collected data to enable robust calculation
of the plasma current asymmetries. Previously numerical integration of Mirnov
coils in Rings A and C impeded their consideration in routine reconstruction of Ip

because the sensitivity of DACs resulted in accumulation of errors and parasitic
signals during disruption. New method of combination of two channel with dif-
ferent sensitivities was successfully implemented and significantly improved the
processed data quality. Addition of Mirnov coils Rings A and C to the already
used Rogowski coil, IPR coils and Mirnov coils Ring B (that have analogue in-
tegration) to Ip calculation enabled reliable determination of Ip asymmetries. In
addition to this, for the first time at COMPASS all 3 rings of toroidal Mirnov
coils were connected to the data acquisition system and their signals were used
for poloidal vessel current determination. Modification of DAC integration gain
was suggested and implemented to improve the data quality.
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In section 3.2 typical COMPASS disruption parameters are statistically an-
alyzed and compared to other machines.

Minimum area-normalised current quench time τCQ=2.1 ms/m2 was deter-
mined at COMPASS. The parameter plays role in induction of eddy currents
and its prediction for ITER relies on multiple-device statistics. τCQ at COM-
PASS is comparable to other European tokamaks such as JET, DIII-D, TCV
and ASDEX-U (when RE are not taken into account) and lies above the univer-
sal lower bound 1.67 ms/m2 (determined from several tokamaks in international
disruption database IDDB).

It was noted that discharges with significant runaway electron fraction can
result in extremely fast disruptions up to ∼ 6000 kA/ms. In general, non-RE
disruptions have relatively narrow range of current quench times up to ∼1 ms.
While fast runaway electron disruptions usually occur at relatively low Ip and do
not induce large electromagnetic loads, they should not be completely excluded
from consideration when determining lower limit of τCQ.

Section 3.3 deals with the currents flowing in the vacuum vessel during dis-
ruptions. These currents are the source of electromagnetic forces acting on the
machine. The currents associated with each phase of disruption were measured
by an extensive set of magnetic coils. As expected, vertical motion of the plasma
induces dipole-like toroidal currents in the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel.
Thermal quench results in poloidal vessel currents that are symmetrical along the
cross-section (unless affected by halo current presence). Current quench induces
toroidal vessel currents in the co-Ip, which are poloidally localized in the region
of plasma-wall contact.

A special type of currents - halo currents flow in the vessel poloidally dur-
ing current quench. Firstly, halo current scaling (Idisr

p )2/Bt that was previously
observed at other machines (e.g. Alcator C-Mod) was confirmed. Secondly, an
attempt was done to determine whether slower current quenches lead to larger
halo current formation as it is expected at ITER. However, the range of observed
quench rates was too narrow to make accurate conclusions. Finally, magnetic
coils covering the whole poloidal cross-section allowed determination of the full
width of the halo region, while other devices are capable to detect only part of it.

It was suggested in [82], that the halo current density might be limited by ion
saturation current (which can be measured with Langmuir probes). It was also
noticed, that halo current increases at larger Ip. Together with the halo current
density limitation it implies that the halo current width has to grow with (Ip

at a given halo current density. This hypothesis was confirmed in a dedicated
experiment with forces downward vertical displacement events.

Section 3.4 is devoted to toroidally asymmetrical disruptions. It comprises Ip

variation measured at 5 toroidal positions and halo current variation measured
at 3 toroidal positions.

Ip asymmetries that can take up to ∼ 20 % of (Idisr
p in elongated plasma and

reach almost 50 % in circular plasma. Most of the asymmetries at COMPASS are
locked or slowly rotating, only few disruptions are making more than one full turn
in toroidal direction. The rotation of asymmetries exhibited similar behaviour
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to JET - their rotation in toroidal direction slows down at larger asymmetry
magnitudes. This is important to consider when avoiding resonance with the
natural frequencies of the vacuum vessel.

Asymmetry of halo current was observed and toroidal peaking factor was de-
duced. A product of halo fraction with respect to Ip and toroidal peaking factor
F ·TPF define sideway forces acting on the vacuum vessel. Empirically estimated
bound across numerous machines is defined in international disruption database
IDDB as F · TPF = 0.7. COMPASS values lie in the range similar to JET and
MAST and are placed relatively far from the limit, meaning that the sideway
forces are not critical.

Section 3.5 considers the path of the vessel current in the scope of Asymmetric
Toroidal Eddy Current model (ATEC). The dedicated experiments for ATEC
model validation were carried out in collaboration with ITER Organization. Two
specifically designed insulated divertor tiles were installed in the vacuum vessel.
Halo current flow from the plasma to the vacuum vessel was measured directly
by several segments of the tiles aiming to determine whether there is any short
circuit between the segments in toroidal direction. The experiments were carried
out in two phases with different tiles design. The first phase of experiments
was not entirely conclusive due to the contact point of the plasma located on
the surface of the measuring segment. Asymmetry of the current flow to the
neighbouring segments of the tile indicated a possibility of the short-circuit (as
ATEC predicts). However, several other hypotheses could also partly explain the
measured signals. In the second phase of the experiments with revised tiles design
the following observations were clarified:

• The size of the gap between the segments does not play a significant role in
the asymmetry between them.

• The asymmetry is not caused by the shadowing from the neighbouring in-
vessel structures.

• The asymmetry is not caused purely by misalignment of the neighbouring
segments.

• The asymmetry behaviour depends on Ip and Bt directions and subse-
quently depends on eddy current and halo current directions (consistent
with ATEC model).

• When the neighbouring segments of the same tile are connected to each
other (with no connection to the vacuum vessel) there is a current flowing
between them. The possible source for this current is through short-circuit
of the gaps between the segments.

• Significant toroidal asymmetry of the plasma column is observed and could
cause different magnitudes of the current flows measured by the two tiles.

This demonstrates that the neighbouring toroidal segments must be short-circuited.
However, it is not clear whether the short-circuiting occurs through the gap be-
tween the segments or via an open magnetic field line that might connect the
segment to the vacuum vessel in an entirely different location far from the tile.
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This possibility requires further investigation.

To summarize, the main results achieved during the author’s doctoral studies
are:

• Thorough characterization of disruption features at the COMPASS toka-
mak with the focus on vertical displacement, current quench and associated
vessel currents.

• Improvement of the data acquisition system and development of the post-
processing algorithms for magnetic diagnostics used in disruptions studies.
This allowed robust calculation of the plasma current at several toroidal
positions.

• For the first time local poloidal vessel currents (including halo current) were
measured at COMPASS thanks to connection of the new magnetic coils. It
provided a unique opportunity to detect halo current extension on the full
poloidal cross-section of the vessel. The obtained results combined with the
Langmuir probes data confirmed a novel hypothesis - halo current limitation
by ion saturation current.

• Asymmetrical disruptions studies were extended. An algorithm for plasma
current asymmetries calculation using measurements at 5 toroidal positions
was developed. Asymmetries of halo currents were considered.

• In collaboration with ITER Organization special divertor tiles were installed
in the COMPASS tokamak to measure direct current flow from the plasma
to the vacuum vessel. Dedicated vertical displacement events experiments
were performed to validate asymmetric toroidal eddy currents model. The
results indicated new possible path of the vessel currents that affects elec-
tromagnetic forces distribution on the vacuum vessel.

This work contributed to several disruption related articles in impacted journals
[81, 82, 95, 96]. First-authored article ”Current quench and vessel currents char-
acterization at the COMPASS tokamak” was accepted for publication in Plasma
Physics and Controlled Fusion journal in October 2022 and is now available online
[2].
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